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Abstract

This thesis is about the adaptive control of time delay systems with applications
to automotive control problems. The stabilization of systems involving time delays
is a difficult problem since the existence of a delay may induce instability or poor
performance for the closed loop system. A unique approach for controlling systems
with known time delay was originated by Otto Smith in the 1950s by compensating
for the delayed output using input values stored over a time window of [t - T, t] and
estimating the plant output using a model of the plant. Later, this idea was extended
to include unstable plants as well, using finite-time integrals of the delayed input
values thereby avoiding unstable pole-zero cancellations that may occur in Smith's
controller. Adaptive versions of these delay compensating controllers were also de-
veloped with rather complicated adaptive rules which might not be practical to use
in real applications. In this thesis, a simpler adaptive version of delay compensating
controllers is developed, which has adaptive rules that are easily implementable and
thus suitable for real life implementations. The developed controller is tested in two
important automotive control problems that are idle speed control (ISC) and fuel-to-
air ratio (FAR) control. These two applications, ISC and FAR control, constitute the
experimental part of this research.

In ISC, the objective is to regulate the engine speed to a prescribed set-point
in the presence of accessory load torque disturbances such as due to air conditioning
and power steering. The adaptive controller, integrated with the existing proportional
spark controller, is used to drive the electronic throttle actuator. Both simulation and
experimental results demonstrating the performance improvement by employing the
adaptive controller are presented. Modifications and improvements to the controller
structure, which were developed during the course of experimentation to solve specific
problems, are also presented. In addition, the potential for the reduction in calibration
time and effort which can be achieved with our approach is discussed.

The objective in FAR control is to maintain the in-cylinder FAR at a prescribed
set point, determined primarily by the state of the Three-Way Catalyst (TWC), so
that the pollutants in the exhaust are removed with the highest efficiency. The FAR



controller must also reject disturbances due to canister vapor purge and inaccuracies in
air charge estimation and wall-wetting (WW) compensation. Two adaptive controller
designs are considered. The first design is based on feedforward adaptation while the
second design is based on both feedback and feedforward adaptation. Both simulation
and experimental results demonstrating the performance improvement by employing
the APC are presented. In addition, modifications and improvements to the APC
structure, which were developed during the course of the experiments, to solve specific
implementation problems are presented.

Thesis Supervisor: Anuradha Annaswamy
Title: Senior Research Scientist
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Adaptive Posicast Control (APC)

A time delay can be defined as the time interval from the application of a control signal

to any observable change in the measured variable [1]. Time delays are ubiquitous

in dynamical systems, present as computational delays, input delays, measurement

delays and transportation/convection lags to name a few. In addition, higher order

dynamical systems can often be modeled by low order systems plus a time delay. Many

examples of systems including time delays, such as chemical, biological, mechanical,

physiological and electrical systems, are given in [2] and [3]. Detailed surveys of time

delay systems can be found in [4] and [5].

The stabilization of systems involving time delays is a difficult problem since the

existence of a delay may induce instability or bad performance for the closed loop

system. In many controller designs, the delay is neglected and stability and robustness

margins are given with respect to delay. The same approach can also be found in

some adaptive control designs [6]. However, in general, these approaches produces

small delay margins.

A unique approach, called the Smith Predictor (SP), was originated by Otto

Smith in the 1950s to solve the problem of controlling the systems with large delays

[7]. The main idea in this approach is predicting the future output of the plant, using

a plant model, and using this prediction to cancel the effect of the time delay. This



future prediction inspired the name for the "posi-cast", which stands for "positively

(fore)casting". This is different from the feedforward control technique, also known

as posicast control, used to cancel the oscillatory behavior of lightly damped systems.

See also [8], [9], [10] and [11] for improvements and modifications on SP ideas. SP

method, however, is not suitable for unstable systems due to the possibility of unsta-

ble pole-zero cancellations. A method, called finite spectrum assignment (FSA), that

works also for unstable systems was introduced by Manitius and Olbrot, where the

main contribution was using finite time integrals to prevent unstable pole zero cancel-

lations [12]. See also [13], [14] and [15] for FAS techniques. An analogous solution in

frequency domain is given by Ichikawa in [16]. Although these approaches solve the

problem of controlling time delay systems, their success depends on accurate plant

models. In reality, it is not easy to obtain reliable plant models and, in general, the

plant parameters contain a degree of uncertainty. In addition, these parameters may

change over time. Addressing this problem, in [17], Ortega and Lozano introduced

an adaptive version of these delay compensating controllers using an augmented error

approach [18]. Although this controller introduces adaptation and removes the need

for accurate plant models, it has high complexity. A simple controller is generally

more advantageous if it is meant to be used in industrial applications, especially in

mass production implementations. In addition, the plant poles are restricted to mul-

tiplicity one in this controller. In [19], a simpler adaptive design, called Adaptive

Posicast Controller (APC) is given with the same plant pole restriction. In this the-

sis, a rigorous treatment of the APC is given without any restrictions on plant pole

multiplicities, and carefully addressing the necessary technical details.

As mentioned above, the APC is suitable for industrial applications due to its sim-

plicity and low computational requirement. These features are important especially

in the mass production applications such as automotive engine control. Triggered by

the governmental regulations on emissions in 1960's and 1970's, the introduction of

the microprocessor-based control permitted the automotive manufacturers to design

cleaner, more fuel efficient, better performing and more reliable powertrain systems.

The associated control problems provide continuing challenges to control engineers as



the requirements progressively become more stringent. Higher levels of performance

and robustness are expected, while the calibration time and effort need to be reduced.

Advances in control theory can be exploited to address these challenges. See [20] for

an introduction to modeling and control of internal combustion engines.

In this research, we applied the APC to two important automotive control prob-

lems: the idle speed control (ISC) problem and the fuel-to-air ratio (FAR) control

problem. In both of these applications, the APC performed better than the base-

line controllers that are existing in the test vehicles. These two control problems are

explained in detail below.

1.2 Idle Speed Control (ISC)

The basic problem of Idle Speed Control (ISC) is to maintain the engine speed at

a prescribed set-point in the presence of various disturbances such as due to air

conditioning, transmission engagement or power steering accessory load torques [21].

There are several well-known challenges in this control problem, one of the most

important of which is the time-delay between the intake event and combustion event

of the engine. This time delay limits the achievable performance in the electronic

throttle control loop. The second challenge is that the controller performance must

be robust to changes in the idle speed set-point, to changes in operating conditions

(varying altitude, engine temperature and/or ambient temperature, etc.) and to part-

to-part and aging-caused variability. Finally, obtaining an accurate and simple model

which is appropriate for control design can be both difficult and time-consuming.

Idle Speed Control has been a classical problem in automotive control, and the

celebrated Watt's governor (1796) was, in fact, a speed controller for a steam en-

gine. Even though ISC is implemented in most of the vehicles on the road today,

increasingly stringent regulatory and customer requirements necessitate its continu-

ing improvement. For instance, a better performing ISC can improve fuel economy by

reducing spark reserve and lowering idle speed set-point, and it can also accommodate

changes in sensors and actuators (e.g., a replacement of an air-bypass-valve by the



electronic throttle or reduction in sensor or actuator cost). Finally, ISC designs that

can lower calibration time and effort can help reduce time-to-market, which is a key

priority for automotive manufacturers.

The ISC problem is typically addressed by combining some form of a feed-forward

control with a closed-loop compensation based on the engine speed error. The feed-

forward controller may consist of multiple look-up tables which may, for instance,

predict the loads due to accessories for different operating conditions. A closed-loop

controller determines the compensation with electronic throttle and spark timing ac-

tuators for the engine speed tracking error and is typically gain-scheduled on operating

conditions where nonlinear maps may be used to determine the gains. The major ef-

fort in the calibration, which is the process of tuning control system parameters, is

spent in determining the gains of the feed-forward controller. One of the reasons for

this may be due to the low capability of the closed loop controller, which in turn

shifts the burden of compensation to the feed-forward controller.

Many different closed loop designs have been proposed in the literature includ-

ing -I control [22], t2 control [23], sliding mode control [24], [25], fl optimization

[26], feedback linearization [27], proportional-integral (PI) and proportional-integral-

derivative (PID) control [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], linear quadratic control (LQ) [33],

[31], [34], model predictive control (MPC) [35], adaptive control [36], [37], [38] and

estimation based control [39], [40], [41], to name a few. A comparison between dif-

ferent control algorithms for the idle speed control problem can be found in [42]. A

comprehensive survey of engine models and control strategies developed for ISC can

be found in [21].

The literature, given above, about classical and advanced control applications to

the ISC problem, proves the continuing interest in an automated, model based control

approach, and our work built upon these results by eliminating the need of a pre-

cise engine model for classical or optimization based algorithms and by reducing the

conservatism introduced by the robust control approaches. This is achieved by using

the Adaptive Posicast Controller (APC) developed in this thesis [19], [43], which is

an adaptive controller for time delay systems. Successful adaptive control approaches



are presented also in references [36], [37], [38], but our approach is different from

these: In [36], the adaptation is used to select the idle speed set point and in [37],

the torque differences among the cylinders are estimated to reduce the short term

fluctuations caused by them. Finally, in [381, simulation results of idle speed control

by online estimation of the plant parameters and using these estimates in the control

scheme using two actuators, spark and bypass valve, are given. In our approach,

we apply the APC, a model reference adaptive controller developed for time delay

systems, to control the idle speed at a prescribed set-point, in the presence of exter-

nal disturbances, like power steering disturbance, and uncertainties due to modeling

inaccuracies and operating point changes. We do not employ an online parameter

estimation algorithm which may require additional computation power. In addition,

we present experimental results demonstrating the improvements of the algorithm

over the baseline controller existing in the vehicle, as well as the robustness of the

algorithm by showing the parameter evolution during the course of the experiment.

The APC approach addresses the key challenges due to uncertainties and time

delay that are important for ISC application. The underlying control architecture

includes several components including the classical Smith Predictor [7], its variant

reported in [12] based on finite-spectrum assignment, and adaptation [16], [17]. The

controller is modified from its original design to take care of the specific needs of

the idle speed control application and additional design methods are developed to

facilitate the controller deployment: Firstly, an algorithm is developed for the adap-

tation rate selection. Secondly, a fine-tuning method is introduced to minimize the

controller tuning. Finally, a robustifying scheme is used to prevent the drift of the

adaptive parameters. Our main contribution is the demonstration of the potential of

this adaptive controller to improve the performance and to reduce the time and effort

required for the controller calibration. This is achieved by the help of modifications

and improvements that are listed above.

The experimental results obtained using Ford F-150 test vehicle demonstrate the

capability of the controller to improve performance and decrease the calibration time

and effort.



Adaptive Posicast ISC approach represents a step towards a fully self-calibrating

ISC because less reliance on feed-forward characterization of accessory loads is re-

quired, and because the controller gains are automatically tuned online.

While our control approach is adaptive, its development both benefits from and

depends on the structural properties of the underlying plant model. This plant model

for ISC control is briefly discussed in Chapter 3, while the reader is referred to [20]

for a more extended treatment of the underling modeling techniques.

1.3 Fuel-to-Air Ratio (FAR) Control

The Fuel-to-Air Ratio (FAR) control is one of the most important control problems

for conventional gasoline engines. The FAR control performance can strongly impact

key vehicle attributes such as emissions, fuel economy and drivability. For instance,

the FAR in engine cylinders must be controlled in such a way that the resulting

exhaust gases can be efficiently converted by the Three-Way Catalyst (TWC). The

TWC efficiency is about 98 percent when the fuel is matched to air charge in ex-

actly stoichiometric proportion and drops abruptly outside a narrow region as seen

in Fig. 1-1 [44]. The TWC can also compensate for the temporary FAR deviation

from stoichiometry, by either storing excess oxygen or releasing oxygen to convert

oxides of nitrogen (NOx), excess hydro-carbons (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO).

Thus, for the TWC to operate efficiently, the stored oxygen level must be regulated

so that a range to accommodate further release or storage during transient conditions

is available [20]. The oxygen storage level in the TWC may be inferred on the basis of

the TWC model and a signal from a switching Heated Exhaust Gas Oxygen (HEGO)

sensor located downstream of the TWC. In addition, the oxygen storage capacity of

the TWC depends on the size and precious metal loading of the TWC. Therefore, if

the FAR excursions and their durations are reduced with a well-performing controller,

the storage capacity of TWC and its cost may be reduced as well.

A conventional FAR control system includes two nested controllers. The outer-

loop controller generates a reference FAR (set-point) for the inner-loop controller
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Figure 1-1: TWC efficiency vs. air-to-fuel ratio.

based, for instance, on the deviation of the estimated TWC stored oxygen state.

The inner-loop controller maintains the FAR upstream of the TWC at this set-point

by using the measurements of the feedgas FAR with a linear Universal Exhaust Gas

Oxygen (UEGO) sensor to appropriately correct engine fueling rate. Small amplitude

low frequency periodic modulation may be superimposed over the set-point to further

improve catalyst efficiency. The HEGO sensor downstream of the TWC is also used to

improve robustness to UEGO sensor drifts, changes to fuel type, and for diagnostics.

The inner loop controller consists of a feedforward component which is fast but

may not be always accurate, and a feedback component which is slower but eliminates

the steady-state error [20]. The feedforward component consists of estimation of the

air and fuel path dynamics combined with appropriate compensations. These air

and fuel dynamics correspond, mainly, to the intake manifold lag that affects the air

charge, and the wall-wetting (WW) that determines the amount of fuel inducted into

the cylinder for each fuel injection event during transient operation.

The FAR control problem has been extensively investigated over many years. In

terms of advanced approaches, here we mention the use of nonlinear feedforward



controllers [45], adaptive controllers [46], [47], [48], [49], feedback linearization [50],

observer based controllers [51], [52], [53], sliding mode controllers [54], [55], [56], lin-

ear quadratic regulators [57], [58], H, controllers [59], [60], Smith Predictors [61],

neural network controllers [62] and model predictive controllers [63]. The use of an

electronic throttle as an additional control actuator [64] or secondary/port throttles

[65] has also been explored. Apart from stoichiometric FAR controllers, reference

[66] considers control of FAR in a lean burn engine using linear parameter-varying

controllers. In addition to these, reference [67] presents an interesting example of es-

timating the FAR in the cylinders without using the oxygen sensor and thus reducing

the time delay in the system, and [68] considers estimating the fuel-film dynamics.

The motivation for these and related studies has been to achieve improved perfor-

mance and robustness of the FAR control thereby enabling emission, fuel economy

and drivability improvements.

Main challenges in the design of the FAR controller include variable time delay,

uncertain plant behavior and disturbances. The time delay in the system comprises

two basic components [66]: the time it takes from the fuel injection calculation to

exhaust gas exiting the cylinders and the time it takes for the exhaust gases to reach

the UEGO sensor location. The time delay in the system is a key factor limiting

the bandwidth of the FAR feedback loop. The plant uncertainties are the result of

inaccuracies in the air charge estimation and in the WW compensation, as well as

changes in the UEGO sensor due to aging. When the carbon canister, which stores

the fuel vapor generated in the fuel tank, is purged, the fuel content in the purge flow

into the intake manifold is also uncertain and creates disturbance to the FAR control

loop.

We, therefore, are interested in a control approach which can handle both uncer-

tainties and large time-delays, and that can achieve high performance. The literature,

given above, about classical and advanced control applications to the FAR control

problem demonstrates continuous interest in an automated, model based control ap-

proach, and our work is built upon these results by eliminating the need of a precise

engine model for classical or optimization based algorithms and by reducing the con-



servatism introduced by the robust control approaches. This is achieved by using the

Adaptive Posicast Controller (APC) [19], [43], which is an adaptive controller for time

delay systems. Successful adaptive control approaches are presented also in references

[46], [47], [48] and [49], but our approach is different from them: In [46] and [48], a

nonlinear least squares parameter identification method is used to identify the plant

parameter values online and then these values are used in the controller. For the

convergence of these parameters, the condition of persistent excitation is needed. In

addition, this online parameter identification may require extra computational power.

In both of the references, the controllers are applied to a single cylinder laboratory

engine. In [47], again a similar approach is taken where an extended Kalman Filter is

used to identify the plant parameter values online. Similarly, in [49], the authors use

a step by step experimental procedure to identify the sensor time constant, during the

time of operation, where a rich input excitation is needed for parameter convergence.

Our approach is based on direct adaptation where an online parameter identification

scheme is not used. In addition, we apply the APC to a Lincoln Navigator test ve-

hicle with 8 cylinders, which makes the control task much harder due to cylinder to

cylinder and bank-to-bank variations. Finally, in our work, we do not only present

our results but also give a comparison with the existing control design in the test

vehicle and with a gain scheduled Smith Predictor.

The Adaptive Posicast Control (APC) is a recently developed control design ap-

proach that is especially suited for plants with large time-delays [19], [43] and para-

metric uncertainties. The APC can be described as an adaptive controller that com-

bines explicit delay compensation, using the classical Smith Predictor [7] and finite

spectrum assignment [12], and adaptation [16], [17]. Due to such a unique combina-

tion, the APC effectively deals with both uncertainties and large time-delays both of

which are dominant features of the FAR control problem.

To fit the specific needs of the FAR application, our design has been extended with

additional features: First, an adaptive feedforward term is added which is crucial for

disturbance rejection. Second, procedures are developed for the controller parameter

initialization and the adaptation rate selection to reduce the calibration time and



effort. Third, an algorithm to take care of the variable delay is introduced. Fourth, an

anti-windup logic is used to prevent the winding up the integrators used for parameter

adaptation. Finally, a robustifying scheme is used to prevent the drift of the adaptive

parameters. Our main contribution is the demonstration of the potential of this

adaptive controller to improve the performance and to reduce the time and effort

required for the controller calibration. This is achieved by the help of modifications

and improvements that are listed above.

The experimental results were obtained using a Lincoln Navigator test vehicle

provided by Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, USA. These results indicate the capa-

bility of the controller to improve performance and decrease the calibration time and

effort.

Adaptive Posicast FAR control approach represents a step towards a fully self-

calibrating FAR controller because it reduces reliance on feedforward characterization

and because the controller gains are automatically tuned online.

For comparison with the APC, we also develop, in this thesis, a feedforward adap-

tive controller that attempts to minimize the impact of the purge fuel disturbance.

We also compare this controller with the baseline controller using simulations and

in-vehicle experiments.

The plant model for FAR ratio control is briefly discussed in Chapter 4, while the

reader is referred to [20] for a more extended treatment of the underlying modeling

techniques.



Chapter

Adaptive Posicast Control Theory

2.1 First-Order Plant

We begin with a simple problem, where the plant is given by

i(t) = ax(t) + u(t) (2.1)

for which a control input of the form

u(t) = 0*x(t) + r(t) 0* = am - a,

ensures stable tracking for any a. One can provide a more formal guarantee of such

a tracking by choosing a reference model of the form

im(t) = amxm(t) + r(t) (2.3)

which leads to error dynamics of the form

e(t) = ame(t) e(t) = x(t) - Xm(t)

for which it can be simply shown that V(t) = le 2(t) is a Lyapunov function, with

V < O0, leading to exponential stability.

am <0 (2.2)

(2.4)



2.1.1 The Posicast Controller

We now introduce a time delay in (2.1) so that

(t) = ax(t) + u(t - 7) (2.5)

where the goal is to stabilize the plant and track the output of a stable reference

model. The results of [7] and [12] inspire us to establish the following: A posicast

controller that "positively" forecasts the output is chosen as

u(t) = O*x(t + T) + r(t) (2.6)

which in turn leads to a closed-loop system of the form

S(t) = amx(t) + r(t - T), (2.7)

an obviously stable plant. The non-causal controller in (2.6) can be shown to be indeed

causal with a clever algebraic manipulation established in [12]. This is enabled by

observing that the plant equation in (2.5) can be written in an integral form as

x(t + 7) = eax(t) + e-a"u(t + T)d. (2.8)

The above observation also leads us to a PosiCast Lyapunov function for the closed-

loop system given by (2.5)-(2.6), for the case when r(t) = 0, given by

V(t) = 2 (t + T). (2.9)

It can be shown from (2.8) and some algebra that

1V(t) = amx 2 (t + T). (2.10)



2.1.2 The Adaptive Posicast Controller

We now proceed to the case when a is unknown. Using customary adaptive control

procedures [18], suppose we choose a control input of the form

u(t) = Ox(t + 7) + r(t) (2.11)

it leads to a closed-loop system of the form

=(t) amx(t) + 0(t - 7) ea'(t - 7) + e-"a(t + 7 - T)d]

+ r(t - T) (2.12)

where 0(t) = O(t) - 0*. While indeed this suggests that a reference model can be

chosen in the form

imJ(t) = amxm(t) + r(t - T), (2.13)

it can be seen that it poses a difficulty, since the underlying error model can be derived

using (2.12) and (2.13) as

e(t) = ame(t) + 0(t - 7) [eaT(t - 7) + eT -a(t + 77 - r)d] . (2.14)

Equation (2.14) is however not in a form that lends itself to a Lyapunov function

since the term inside the brackets includes the unknown parameter a. We therefore

choose a different control input that is still motivated by the non-adaptive controller

given in (2.6).

Equations (2.6) and (2.8) imply that the Posicast control input is essentially of

the form

u(t) = 0ox(t) + A*(r)u (t + 7 )di + r(t) (2.15)

where

0* = 0*ea, A*(t) = 0*ea 7

Therefore, a choice of a control input of the form



u(t) = Ox(t)x(t) + A(t, ry)u(t + i])d + r(t)

leads to a closed-loop system of the form

i(t) = ax(t) + 0* [eaTx(t - 7-) +P e-a?7u(t - 7)d]

+x(t - 7)x(t - 7) + f (t - 7, ,)u(t - 7 + ?)dj + r(t - T)
T

where

O×(t) = Ox(t) - O, A(t, T) = A(t, r) - *.

From (2.8), it follows that (2.17) can be written as

j(t) = amx(t) + Ox(t - 7)x(t - 7) + A(t - 7, 7)u(t - 7 + 1)d

+ r(t - )FT
+ r (t - 7) (2.18)

As a result, defining e(t) = x(t) - Xm(t), (2.18) and (2.13) imply that the underlying

error model is of the form

e(t) = ame(t) + Ox(t - T)x(t - 7) + A(t - , )u(t - T + 7)dT7 . (2.19)

This error model is discussed in Section 2.3, where a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional

leads to semi-global stability in 7. Here, we give the stability result and leave the

proof to Section 2.3, where the general case, nt" order system, is investigated.

Theorem 1 Given initial conditions Ox(0), xz(), A( , r) for e [-T, 0] and u(()

for ( e [-27,0], there exists a T* such that for all T [0, 7*], the plant in (2.1),

(2.16)

(2.17)



controller in (2.16), and adaptive laws given by

Ox(t) = -- ie(t)x(t - 7)

= -y e(t)u(t + 1q - T) (2.20)

have bounded solutions for all t >, 0.

2.2 State variables accessible

The plant considered here is of the form

i(t) = Az(t) + bku(t - T) (2.21)

where A and k are an unknown matrix and a scalar, respectively, (A, b) is controllable,

and b is a known vector. We choose a reference model of the form

im(t) = Amx(t) + br(t - 7) (2.22)

where Am is a suitable Hurwitz matrix. Taking a cue from Eq. (2.16) in the previous

section, we choose a control input of the form

SA(t, 1 )u(t + 7)d + Or(t)r(t)
-

u(t) = O (t)x(t) + (2.23)

and adaptive laws of the form

Ox(t)

A(t, I)

Or(t)

= -~1eTPbx(t - T)

= -7 eT P bu(t - 7 + r)

= -yreT(t)Pbr(t - T)

(2.24)

We show below that the closed-loop system specified by (2.21)-(2.24) leads to semi-

global boundedness in T. The desired parameters for Ox(t), A(t, ry) and Or(t) are defined

Vl " (t, T)
at



0 * = eATro
*

A*(7) = O*TeATbk (2.25)

O*k = 1 (2.26)

where

A + bkO*T = Am. (2.27)

This in turn, after several algebraic manipulations, leads to an error equation of the

form

e(t) = Ame(t) + bk[Ox(t - T)x(t - T) + f (t - T, 7)u(t - 7 + q)d i

+0r(t - T)r(t - 7)] (2.28)

As in Section 2.1, using a Lyapunov Krasovskii functional, (2.24) and (2.28) can be

shown to have semi-globally bounded solutions. The underlying Theorem is stated

below:

Theorem 2 Given initial conditions Ox(0), ,r(0), X( ), A( , r) for ( e [-T, 0] and

u(() for ( E [-27, 0], there exists a 7* such that for all T E [0, 7*], the plant in (2.21),

controller in (2.23), and adaptive laws given in (2.24) have bounded solutions for all

t >0.

2.3 Adaptive Posicast Control in the presence of

input-output measurements with n* < 2

In this section, the focus is on higher order time delay systems with relative degree,

n*, less than or equal to two.



2.3.1 Exact model matching for delayed systems

Consider the plant with the time delay 7 whose input-output description is given as

y(t) = Wp(s)u(t - T), Wp(s) = kpZ() (2.29)

where Zp(s) and R,(s) are monic coprime polynomials with order m and n and

n* = n - m > 0 is defined as the relative order of the finite dimensional part of the

plant. It is also assumed that Zp(s) is Hurwitz and kp is a constant gain parameter.

The reference input-output description is given by

Zm() (2.30)s
ym(t) = Wm(s)r(t - 7), Wm(s) = km m(S (2.30)

where Zm(s) and Rm(s) are monic Hurwitz polynomials of degrees mm and nm

respectively, and km is a constant gain parameter. Further, it is assumed that

nm - mm - n - m.

The model matching problem is to determine a bounded control input u(t) to the

plant such that the closed loop transfer transfer function of the plant together with

the controller, from r(t) to yp(t), matches the reference model transfer function.

Consider the following state space representation of the plant dynamics (2.29),

together with two "signal generators" formed by a controllable pair A, 1:

4,(t) = Apxp(t) + bpu(t - 7), y(t) = h'xp(t) (2.31)

cjj(t) = Awi(t) + lu(t - r) (2.32)

2(t = A 2 (t) + ly(t) (2.33)

where, Ae cR"" and 1 e R. Defining T(t) L x(t + 7), UiD(t) - wi(t + T), i = 1, 2,

P(t) - y(t + 7), (2.31)-(2.33) can be rewritten in the following form:

p(t) = ApZp(t) + bpu(t), q(t) = hpp(t) (2.34)

1(t) = A(t) + lu(t) (2.35)

D2(t) = AD2 (t) + l(t) (2.36)



Figure 2-1: Exact model matching, Controller NC.

Under our assumptions, it follows [18] that there exists *, 0*/ E R and k* e R sush

that the control law

ut(t) = DT2(t) + *Tc2(t) + k*r(t) (2.37)

satisfies the exact model matching condition.

(t) k (2.38)
r (t) m Rm (s)

Note that the model matching is achieved between the rational parts of the closed

loop transfer function and of the reference model. On the other hand, it follows

directly from (2.38) that

y(t)= - m e - T s  
(2.39)

r(t) Rm(s)

which shows that the exact model matching condition is also satisfied between

the total closed loop and the reference model transfer functions. Since 02(t) requires

the output measurement at time t + 7, the control law given in (2.37) is non-causal.

We refer to this closed loop system with the non-causal controller as "Controller NC"

and it is depicted in Fig. 2-1.

It is also well known [18] that with zero initial conditions, there exists c, d e R"

such that y(t) = cTI (t) + d+T' 2 (t), which implies

y(t) = cTwl(t) + dTw2 (t). (2.40)



Substituting (2.40) into (2.33) and rewriting (2.32) and (2.33) together in vector-

matrix form, we get

C(t)
C 2(t)

wi(t)

W2 (t)
+ bu(t - T)

A
where, A = TLIc T

O0 I and b =
A + ld T

From (2.41) we get

- eAT ( wi(t)

W2 (t)

Substituting (2.42) into (2.37) we obtain that

u(t) {f*T o2*TIeA}(

+ k*r(t),

which can equivalently be expressed as

= *TW(t) + a* (t) +

T+ 

k*r(t).

+ k*r-(t).
0*(a)u(t + u)da

(2.44)

The controller (2.44) is causal and we refer to it as "Controller C". Defining * =

[P3 (T P3 *T] and a* = [a*T aT], we get the following relationships between the con-

troller parameters of Controller NC and Controller C

a * = /P*eAT

¢*(a) = 3*e-AOb

(2.45)

(2.46)

E10J
(2.41)

Se-A"bu(t + a) da. (2.42)

wl(t)

W2 (t)

n*T e-Aabu(t
F2J + 0-) du

u(t)

(2.43)



w2(t)

Figure 2-2: Exact model matching, Controller C.

The block diagram of Controller C is shown in Fig. 2-2.

In summary, an exact model matching controller, Controller C, can be designed for

the time delay system (2.29) using a well known procedure for the delay free systems

[18]. Note that the equivalence between Controller NC and Controller C shows that

the latter relies on predicting the future output, y(t) to achieve exact model matching.

This can be viewed as an equivalence result for higher order systems similar to that

shown in Section 2.1 between (2.11) and (2.15).

Note that the model matching controller (2.44) was already introduced in [16]

and [12]. The main contribution here is that we derive this controller by using the

delay free part of the system dynamics, which considerably simplifies the design. In

addition, instead of proposing a controller structure and proving that it is a model

matching controller, we derive the controller using future state prediction which gives

an insight about the controller structure. Finally, this derivation removes the assump-

tion that the plant has poles with multiplicity one, which was assumed in the earlier

papers. A similar result is given in [69] where it is stated that state prediction is a

fundamental concept for time delay systems.

2.3.2 Adaptive Controller

The goal of this section is to design a model reference adaptive controller, motivated

by the equivalence of the Controller NC and Controller C, for the plant described

in (2.29) with unknown coefficients for the polynomials Zp(s) and Rp(s) and with

unknown, positive high frequency gain kp. To start with, we assume that the relative



degree of the plant is one. The first step of the adaptive controller design is to design

a fixed controller which satisfies the exact model matching with the reference model

assuming that the plant parameters are known. This step was already completed

in Section 2.3.1 resulting in the controller given in (2.44). In the second step, the

controller parameters ac, a*, 0*(a) and k* are replaced by time-varying parameters

cal(t), a 2(t), (t, ,) and k(t) and the goal is to determine the laws by which they are

adjusted so as to result in a stable system.

We define the following parameters:

0(t) - [(t) - k*, t ,(t) -0(t) - ,

d2(t) -f 2(t) - a2, (t, 0) ¢(t, a) - 0*,

1 2 0u(t) = W (t)w(t) ] (t) )u(t + )d + k(t)r()

(t + k*r(t) + f (t)wi(t) + (t)w2

+ (t,)(t + )d k(t)r(t). (2.47)

(t) = T (t) + * (t)] ) k*r(t) + t ()

u(t) = a (t) 2(t) + { (t, a)u(t + )d+ k(t)r(t)
T+ k (t, )r (t +). )d + k(t)r(t). (2.47)

Using the equivalence between (2.37) and (2.44), we can rewrite (2.47) as

U(t) = rCt) + dT (t)WI (t)

(t) (1(t D 2 w (t) + k r(t)

+ T(t)W2 (t) + (t, )u(t + a)da

+ k(t)r(t). (2.48)

The differential equations, describing the plant (2.31) together with the controller



(2.48) can then be represented as

Xp(t) = AmXp(t) + bm[OT(t - T)Q(t - 7)

+ (t - T, c)u(t - T + u)do + k*r(t - T)],

yyp(t) = hXp (t) (2.49)

where

AP b b*TT b 1

Am 0 A + 13 T0 l/ T  , bm 1

lhT 0 A 0

X p (t) -- [
XT t [T T(t)T(t)]

T , 
mh T [ T 0 0],

yp = y. (2.50)

We showed in Section 2.3.1 that when the parameter errors are equal to zero, the

closed loop transfer function is identical to that of the reference model. Therefore,

the reference model can be described by the (3n)th order differential equation

Xm(t) = AmXm(t) + bmk*r(t - 7), ym(t) = hTXm(t) (2.51)

where,

Xm(t) ~ x w[ T *T1 T

hT (sI - Am)-1 bmk* = kmm. (2.52)
Rm

Note that x*(t), w (t) and w*(t) can be considered as the signals in the reference

model corresponding to x,(t), wi(t) and w 2 (t) in the closed loop system. Therefore,

subtracting (2.51) from (2.49), we get an error equation for the overall system as

e(t) = Ame(t) + bm[T (t - r7)(t- 7)



+ (t- -7, u)u(t - 7 + a)d],

el(t) = h~e(t). (2.53)

where e(t) = X, - Xm and el (t) = y,(t) - ym(t).

The adaptive control law which guarantees convergence of the tracking error to

zero and boundedness of all signals has the following form:

&(t) = --- el(t)w(t - )

0(t, a) = -7el (t)u(t - T + a), -T7 a < 0 (2.54)

where, y, and -y are positive, real adaptation gains.

When the relative degree n* equal to unity, it is easy to define a strictly positive

real reference model Win(s). When n* = 2, an addition of an input ua to u as

Ua = 0. ' + (t, )u'(t + c)d,

2' =-aI' + ,

i = -au + u, a > 0

(2.55)

can be used to derive yet another error equation of the form

e(t) = Wm(S)(S + a)e - r [Or(t)Q(t) + ¢ (t, )u(t + o-)dol (2.56)

where a > 0 is chosen such that (s + a)Wm(s) is strictly positive real. Therefore it

suffices to consider the stability of (2.53). The results can then be extended to the

case when n* = 2 by making use of the additional input ua.



2.3.3 Stability Analysis

The following theorem confirms the desirable properties of the adaptive control law

(2.54).

Theorem 2 Given initial conditions xp(0), u(n), 77 e [to - 27, to], &C(), (), ( E

[to - T,to], 37* s.t. V- e [0,7T*], the plant (2.29), the controller (2.47), and the

adaptive laws given by (2.54) have bounded solutions Vt >, 0 and limt, e (t) -o 0.

We first state and prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1 Suppose a variable u(t) is of the form

0
u(t) = f(t) + )(t )u(t + o)d- (2.57)

where u, f : [to-r, oo) -+ i, : [to, oo)x[-T, 0] --,+ and constants t', cf, , c e R

exist such that f(t) f,

02 (t, )da < c0, (2.58)

and

U2(t + )da = C2, Vt > ti. (2.59)

Then,

u(t') C 2(f + cco)eCo(t -r , ) , Vt > t2. (2.60)

Proof of Lemma 1 Since (2.57) is an implicit integral equation, we derive in-

equality (2.60) by considering a sequence u, and let u be the limit of this sequence

as n -* co [70].

Define

uo(t) u(t 3), t' < ti

0, t > t i (2.61)



Un+l (t / UV), t < ti)

S (t', a)u,(t' + a)da + f(t'),

n = 0, 1..00

For t' > t' and n = 1, we have that

- uo(t;) = f(t') + (t', a)uo(t' + a)da
-T

f+ (f 0 (t do) /2 ( (t + ar)) dT) 1/2

since the last parenthesis on the right hand side is being calculated over the time

interval [t' - , t'j. Using (2.58) and (2.59), (2.63) can be rewritten as

u i(t;) - uo(t) ' + coc (2.64)

For t' > t' and n = 2 we have that

0 (t, a) (u1 t; +

f(f 2 ( I) ( t +

a) - uo(t +

0 - 0t 2u) - uo(t; + u)

Using inequality (2.58) and a change of variables ( = t + a, (2.65) becomes

l2(t;)- l(tt;)

= CO U ( )- o(() 2 d( + UI(1() - o(()1

We know from (2.61) and (2.62) that ul(() - uo(() = 0 for ( < t'i . Therefore, (2.66)

can be further simplified as

t tIt 3> t,,

(2.62)

(2.63)

da) (2.65)

IU'() - Uo(()12 d(

1/2

d 
)

(2.66)

u I(t)

ta

C (Co 
t

--T

I2(t')- Ul(t') I



2 U 1  CO ul()

Substituting (2.64) into (2.67) we obtain that

0 20 ) d) 1/2

- UO()1 2o (2.67)

(2.68)

Continuing this procedure iteratively, we obtain that

S(f(c(t - t))n 
1/ 2

4 f+ cico) ( - n! -)
(2.69)

Note that the term (t' - t')"/n! in (2.69) is obtained due to successive integrations

of (t'-t'). It can be shown using the ratio test [71] that

converges. This in turn implies that if S is defined as

o00

S = E (u
n - Un-1)

n=1

the series +o, (j+ o c1) ( ()t-t

(2.70)

it can be shown that

S - 2(f + clco)ec°(t"
- t

') (2.71)

Please see Appendix A for a proof of (2.71).

Defining u - lim-,,, un, from (2.70) and (2.71), we obtain that

+ cco)e I
- C1Co)e o(t-

t O)
(2.72)

This implies that,

(t,) < 2(f + cco)eco(t,-t') tj > ti (2.73)

and this completes the proof. Next, we describe the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2 The proof is provided using the method of induction. Let

2 (t;)- 1(t) (f + i) (t; - t

Un+l (t) - Un(t')

u(t) - uo(t) < 2(f



the statement S be given by

S : IXp( )I < Io, lu(()jI < U(lo) V e [to, to + kr) (2.74)

where U(.) is an analytic, bounded function of its arguments.

We note that Xp( ) and u(() is bounded for ( E [to - 2T, to). Using this fact, we

complete the proof by showing that

I. S is true for k = 1.

II. If S is true for k, then it is true for k + 1

I and II allow us to conclude that all signals are bounded for all t > to. Finally, from

Barbalat's Lemma, convergence of the error e to zero follows.

I. S is true for k = 1.

The proof of I is given in three steps, each of which starts with a brief summary.

Step 1. Some bounds on the signals are assumed in the time interval [to - 2r) and

the negative semi-definiteness of the Lyapunov functional time derivative in [to, to + 7)

is shown, which yields the boundedness of the signals in [to, to + r). In addition, using

Lemma 1, an upper bound for the control signal u(t) in [to, to + 7) is given.

Consider a Lyapunov Functional

V(t) = e(t)T Pe(t) + O(t) T o(t) + ¢(t, a)2dj

+ f ( f O(')T ()d~dv
02

+ (, a)) daddv (2.75)
r +v -_

where P > 0. The error model (2.53) and the Lyapunov Functional (2.75) has

been discussed in [19]. After algebraic manipulations, upper bound on the Lypaunov

Function derivative can be computed as follows:

V(t) < -e(t) T [Q - 2T(lIW(t- T)|12



+ { |u(t - T + a) 2 d)hmhi.. e(t) (2.76)

where Q > 0 satisfies ATP + PAm = -Q. For the non-postiveness of 1(t), we need

to satisfy

Q- 2r w(t - ) 2+ u(t - + ) do) hmh 0
0

(2.77)

Since w and u are dependent variables, condition (2.77) may not be easy to check.

Note however that the bound on V(t) is given by some bounds on w defined at t-r and

on u defined on the whole interval [t - 2T, t - 7]. It is shown below that this condition

can be replaced by bounds on signals w and u over the time interval [to - r, to] and

[to - 2T, to], respectively.

Suppose that

sup Iw(()l|2  i (2.78)
{ [to -r ,to)

sup lu()ll2  2 (2.79)
(e[to-27,to)

for some %i > 0, 2 > 0 and a r1 > 0 is such that

2T1 (Y1 + Y2) hmhT < Q (2.80)

Then, the following inequality is satisfied:

Q-2 - T)12 + IU(l -- T + c a) 12 d hmhI >0,

V E [to, to + 7) ,VT e [0, rT]. (2.81)

It follows that V(t) is non-increasing for t E [to, to + 7). Thus, we have

V(to)
Xp,(1) to) + ||Xm()l| (2.82)

Ami (P)



and hence,

Iw( V(to) + 1Xm()I ,V E [to, to + 7) (2.83)

The inequality in (2.83) is due to the fact that w is a part of the state vector Xp. We

also have the following inequalities as a result of non-increasing Lyapunov functional:

2

0(() 2 <V(to), (2.84)

( , )2do- ' V(to). (2.85)

To simplify the notation, we define

Io A max ( (to) -+ Xm , V(to), (t (2.86)

An upper bound on the control signal u(t) for t e [to, to + T) can be derived by

using Lemma 1. In particular, setting t' = to, t; = to + T, c2 = V(to) and using (2.47),

(2.79), (2.84), (2.85) and (2.86), we obtain that

u(0) 2 (f + ( (u(to + u)) 2 do,  Io eIor

V ( E [to, to + ) , (2.87)

where f depends only on Io. For simplicity, we will define g(72, Io, T) - 2 (f + o T) e ' ro

and rewrite (2.87) as

u()I g(7-, 0Io, ), V e [to, to + 7) , (2.88)

Step 2. A delay value is found that leads to a non-increasing V over [to, to + 2T],

which in turn shows that Xp is bounded over the same interval.

Consider a delay value of T2 > 0 that satisfies



27-2 (I4 + (max(y2, 9('2, I0, T2 )))2 72) hmhTm < Q.

For r2 = min(T1 , 72), (2.77) is satisfied in the interval [to, to + 2-), for all T e [0, 72].

Therefore, we obtain that

lXp,(() 1 o, V4 E [to, to + 27) . (2.90)

Step 3. It is shown that the bound on the control signal u over the time interval

[to, to + 7) depends only on A,, bp, T, Io and T. The proof given in this section is

similar to the one given in [72], Lemma 5.

Let Iu = {tI lu(t)l = supst lu(a)l}.

Let [t, - 7, t, - 7 + T] c Tu c [to, to + 7). Defining z(t) = u(t - 7), we can solve

(2.31) as

Xp(t i + T) = xp(ti)eApT + eAp(T+t,-t)bpz(t)dt (2.91)

Positive constants c6 and c7 exists such that I eApTl < C6 and II ST eAP"bpda I > C7

and

Ilx,(t, + T)II > Ic7 z(t,)l - c6 Ijx(t|)Iil (2.92)

Note that we obtain (2.92) by selecting T such that the terms of the vector eApabp

does not change sign for a e [0, T]. In addition, note that once T is selected properly,

the inequality (2.92) is satisfied for any time interval [t3 , tj + T] as soon as [tj - 7, t, +

T - 7] c Tu c [to, to + 7) since the constants c6 and c7 are determined only by the

size of T.

From (2.92) we obtain that

IlXp(t + T)II + JIx,(t)ll C6 > c7 Iz(ti)l (2.93)

or

(2.89)



u(tz - 7) C 1 Xp(ti) + 1- x,(t i + T)|| (2.94)
C7  C7

Since xP is a part of the state vector X,, Ilx,(t)|I < IIXp(t)|I, for any t. In addition,

we find using (2.90) that |xp(t) < Io in the time interval [to, to + 27). Therefore,

(2.94) can be simplified as

u(tt - 7)1 (1 Io (2.95)

Using Lemma 1 by setting t' = ti - 7 t 3 = ti - T + T and ci = V(to), using (2.86)

and noting that (u(t -( + o)) 2 d) 1/2 = cl, we obtain that

Iu(t, + T - 7-) < 2 ( + Io (u(t, - 7 + 0)) 2 da) eoT. (2.96)

Since Iu(t) = sup_<t lu(a)l over t e [t, - 7, t, + T - -], (2.96) can be simplified as

Iu(ti + T - 7)1 < 2 (f + u(t - 7)Io 0) CloT (2.97)

Using (2.95), (2.97) can be simplified as

u(ti + T - ( 2 + (1 C6G) 2 ecoT (2.98)

Since lu(t) = sup,,,t u(a)l over t e [t, - T, t, - T + T] and t, is any arbitrary time

instant in ,u r) [to, to + 7), it follows that Vt Ec ,, n [to, to + 7),

u(t) < 2 + (1+ ) eloT. (2.99)

When t 0 I', the inequality (2.99) is strengthened further. Hence, it follows that

the inequality holds for the whole interval [to, to + T). Note that the right hand side

of the inequality is a function of Ap, b,, T and 1o. For simplicity, we are going to drop

the dependence on AP, bp and T and represents the inequality as in the following,

which simplifies the notation:



Iu(t) I< U(Io), t e [to, to + 7)

where U is a continuous function.

Step 4. Finally, a uniform upper bound 7* is given for the time delay 7 such that

I is satisfied.

Let the delay value T3 satisfy the following inequality:

273 [I02 + (max(U(Io), g(U(lo), Io, T3 ))) 2 T 3]hmh T < Q. (2.101)

For T* = min(72, 73), the following inequalities hold:

|Xp()|ll < Io, 1u(()[ < U(lo) V e [to, to + T) VT E [0, T*] (2.102)

This completes the proof of I.

Note that, in Steps 1-3, I is proved for a delay value r c [0, 72]. Finally in Step

4, a new upper bound, r*, is given for the allowable time delay T. The need for

the introduction of this new upper bound will be clear in the next section, where we

prove II.

II. If S is true for k, then it is true for k + 1

Assume that

1X1()Xp < Io, u(()j U(lo) E [to, to + k7]. (2.103)

Then, using (2.101) we conclude that the Lyapunov function is non-increasing

in the time interval [to + kT, to + (k + 1)T] since T7 < * < 7 3 . This means that

IXp(t)ll < Io, and, using Lemma 1, Ju(t)I 4 g(U(Io), Io,7) fort e [to+kT, to+(k+1l)].

Again, using (2.101) and the fact that T7 T * < 73, we conclude that the Lyapunov

function is non-increasing in the time interval [to + (k + 1)7, to + (k + 2)7]. Hence,

|IXp(t)ll < Io for te [to + (k + 1)T, to + (k + 2)7]. But this means that Iu(t)l < U(Io)

for t E [to + kT, to + (k + 1)T] using the same procedure as in Step 3. Therefore, we

have that

(2.100)



|IIXp()1 '< I, u()I < U(Io) ( e [to, to + (k + 1)7] (2.104)

This completes the proof of II.

Therefore, we proved the boundedness of the signals in the system, using induc-

tion. The second derivative of the Lyapunov functional includes these signals as well

as their derivatives which can be shown to be bounded using the adaptation laws

(2.54). Hence, the requirements of the Barbalat's Lemma are satisfied, which com-

pletes the stability proof. The extension to relative degree 2 case is similar to [19]

and can be found therein.

2.3.4 Possible Nonlinear Extention

The method of using the future values of the system states in the fixed model matching

controller and then developing an adaptive controller in the presence of uncertainties

can also be used for simple nonlinear systems.

Consider the following nonlinear plant dynamics

~,(t) = ax(t) + u(t - 7) (2.105)

where a is a known constant. The goal is tracking the reference model, which is

given as

im(t) = -Xm(t). (2.106)

This goal can be achieved by using the following control law

u(t) = -aX2(t + 7) - Xp(t + T) (2.107)

The problem here is that the control law given in (2.107) is non-causal. However,

defining P(t) - xp(t + 7), we can predict xp(t + T) as [73]:



P(t) = b* (O)P2()dO + c*xp(t) + (d*(O)u(O)dO

with an initial condition

P(0) = b(o)P 2(a)da + cxp(0) + d(o)u(a)da
T -

(2.109)

for 0 e [-T, 0]. Here, b, c and d are to be determined using the techniques given

in [73].

When a is unknown, a control input of the form

2

b(t, 0)P(0)2d0) + (c(t)x,(t))2

+ d(t, 6)u(O)dO) + c(t)xp(t) t

-7 J-7

d(t, 0)u(O)dO

where (.) = (.)(t) - (.)*, leads to a closed loop system of the form

= -x~(t) + (f-
-27

2

b(t - , 0)P2(0)dO) + (a(t - T)X(t -

2

d(t - T, 0)u(0)dO)

b(t - T, 0)P 2 (O)dO

+ b(t - , O)P 2 (O)dO d(t - r, O)u(O)dO
-27 -27

t-27
d(t - 7, O)u(O)dO

As a result, defining e(t) = xp(t) - xm(t), (2.106) and (2.111) imply that the

u(t)
(t"

+ f b(t, O)P2 (O)dO

b(t, O)P2 (O)dO

+c(t)x (t) d(t, O)u(O)dO (2.110)

+ (J-

-2,r

T))2

(2.111)

(2.108)

+ (t -7)x (t -7-) -
-27



underlying error model is of the form

6(t) = -e(t) + b(t - 7r, O)P2(O)dO) + (a(t - T)Xp(t - T))2
t-2r

+ d(t - T, O)u(O)dO)

-27

+ (t - T)Xp(t - T) b(t - T, O)P 2 (O)dO
-27

+ b(t - F, O)P2 (O)dO d(t - T, O)u(O)dO

t--r

+(t- )(t- T r) d(t - r, O)u(0)d0O
t-2r

(2.112)

The stability of the closed loop system can be shown if a suitable Lyapunov

function can be found for the error model (2.112).

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed the Adaptive Posicast Controller (APC) for time delay

systems. The controller is based on the Smith Predictor and finite-spectrum assign-

ment controller and modified so as to accommodate parametric uncertainties in the

plant dynamics. We first proposed a model matching controller for time delay sys-

tems with known time delay, where, a non-causal controller is designed first, for the

rational part of the plant dynamics. Then, by using the known delay value, the future

prediction of the system states are calculated and used to show that the non-causal

controller is equivalent to a causal controller. Using this equivalence, we derived the

closed loop error dynamics for the APC and showed the stability of the overall system

by defining a suitable Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional. A possible extension of this

approach to nonlinear systems is also discussed.
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Chapter 3

Spark Ignition Engine Idle Speed

Control:

An Adaptive Control Approach

3.1 Plant Model

The plant model for ISC explained in this chapter is standard [20]. The control input

in the model is the throttle position in degrees and the output is the engine speed

in revolutions-per-minute (rpm). Throttle-only control of engine speed is considered

since our intent is to improve the performance of this loop without relying on the

authority of the spark control. Below, the modeling aspects are discussed for each

subsystem.

3.1.1 Throttle Mass Flow

The air mass flow thorough the throttle opening during idling can be modeled using

the choked flow equation

th = Ath Pa (3.1)

where, wth is the air mass flow rate passing thorough the throttle opening, Ath is the

effective area of the throttle, Pa is the ambient pressure, Ta is the ambient temperature



and R is the gas constant. Note that the throttle area is a nonlinear function of the

throttle position, but given that during idling the throttle movement is very small,

a linear relationship between throttle position and throttle effective flow area can be

assumed.

3.1.2 Intake Manifold

Assuming isothermal conditions, the intake manifold pressure dynamics can be mod-

eled as
d RTm
--Pm = Vm (th - "Zeng) (3.2)

where, Pm, Tm, and Vm are the manifold pressure, temperature and volume respec-

tively and weng is the air mass flow rate exiting the intake manifold and entering the

engine.

3.1.3 Engine Air Mass Flow

The mean value of the fuel-air mixture flow rate entering the engine cylinders can be

approximated using the following equation:

Pm Vd e
"mix = IvRTm VWe (3.3)

RTm 47

where, Trv is the volumetric efficiency, Vd is the displacement volume and ,e is the

engine speed in radians-per-second. Air mass flow rate entering the cylinders can be

found using the formula weng = 'mix/[1+((F/A)s], where (F/A) and ) represent the

stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratio and fuel-to-air ratio normalized by the stoichiometric

fuel-to-air ratio, respectively. 1D = (F/A)/(F/A), is referred to as the equivalence

ratio.



3.1.4 Torque Generation

In general, generated torque is a nonlinear function of engine speed, mass flow rate

into the engine cylinders, equivalence ratio and spark advance:

Te = f(N, wmix, 4, SA) (3.4)

where SA represents the spark advance. This nonlinear relationship can be obtained

with a least squares method using engine data. Also note that the induction to power

(IP) delay enters into system dynamics through (3.4) as the torque depends on the

delayed value of the mass flow rate into the engine cylinders.

3.1.5 Engine Rotational Dynamics

The equation of engine rotational dynamics is as follows:

d I
e = (Te - T) (3.5)

dt J

where, J is the engine inertia in neutral and T is the load torque on the engine

including the internal engine friction.

3.1.6 Final Model for ISC

For ISC design, a nonlinear mean value engine model based on the above subsystem

models is linearized around the nominal idle speed value (650 rpm) to obtain a linear

plant model. Considering the deviation in the throttle position in degrees as the

input and the deviation in engine speed in rpm as the output, the parametric transfer

function of this linear model is

S2 + his + n2 -0.15s (3.6)
s3 + d1 s2 + d2S + d3

Note that the delay free part of the transfer function in (3.6) is third-order and

relative degree one. The simplicity of (3.6) will subsequently be useful in determining



Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 3-1: Bode plots of G(s) and Go(s)

the structure of the Adaptive Posicast Controller (APC).

The IP delay at the nominal idle speed of 650 rpm is 90 ms assuming that this

delay is the result of 360 degrees of crank rotation or one revolution of the crank

shaft. However, it is known that one revolution is only an approximation, since, for

example, the maximum torque production does not occur exactly at the top dead

center. In addition, the actuator delay and computational delays also contribute to

the overall delay value. 150 ms time delay seen in (3.6) is a combined result of all

these effects.

The parameter values for this nominal operating point were K = 29.8, nl = 50,

n2 = 833, di = 21.2, d2 = 51.3 and d3 = 189.5. One should also note that these

parameter values are valid only for the nominal operating point and thus are specific

to certain values of engine speed, load torque, ambient pressure, ambient temperature

and engine temperature. The input delay is used to approximate the effect of state

delay in the model (3.1)-(3.5). Bode plots of the plant transfer function (3.6) with and

without the delay, G(s) and Go(s), are presented in Fig. 3-1, assuming the nominal

parameter values. This figure clearly shows the rapid phase decrease with increasing

frequency due to the time delay.



3.2 APC Design

3.2.1 Initial Design

APC is a model reference adaptive controller for systems with known input delay.

Below, we summarize the main idea behind the APC. The reader is referred to [43]

for additional details. Consider a linearized plant with input-output description given

as
kpZp(s)

y(t) = W,(s)u(t - T), Wp(s) = kZ(s) (3.7)

where y is the measured plant output, u is the control input, and Wp(s) is the delay-

free part of the plant transfer function. Rp(s) is the nth order denominator polynomial,

not necessarily stable and the numerator polynomial, Zp(s) has only minimum phase

zeros. The relative degree, n*, which is equal to the order of the denominator minus

the order of the numerator, is assumed to be smaller or equal to two. It is also assumed

that the delay and the sign of the high frequency gain kp are known, but otherwise

W,(s) may be unknown. Suppose that the reference model, reflecting desired response

characteristics, is given as

ym(t) = Wm(S)r(t - 7), Wn(S) =- km (3.8)
Rm (s)

where Rm(s) is a stable polynomial with degree n*, km is the high frequency gain and

r is the desired reference input.

Consider the following state space representation of the plant dynamics (3.7),

together with two "signal generators" formed by a controllable pair A, I

,p(t) = Apxp(t) + bpu(t - T), y(t) = h'xp(t) (3.9)

cjj(t) = Awl(t) + lu(t - 7) (3.10)

(2(t) = Aw + (t) + y(t) (3.11)

where, A e E xn and I c n. It follows [74] that there exist k* e R, a*T , aC T e n,



A*(a) : [-7, 0] -*+ such that the control law

u(t) = ~YTl (t) + a*cTw (t) + f *(u)u(t + u)da
0

+ k*r(t) (3.12)

satisfies the exact model matching condition.

y(t) km  (3.13)
r(t) Rm (s)

We now consider the control of the plant (3.7) when the transfer function Wp(s)

has unknown coefficients and when the time delay T is known. Consider the following

adaptive controller [43]:

u(t) = ci(t)TcL i(t) + C2 (t)T W 2 (t) + A(t, u)u(t + u)du
0

+ k(t)r(t),

0(t) = -Fel (t)Q(t - 7), (3.14)

at = -Y(o)el(t)u(t + a - r)

where,

0 = a2 2 w el= y -ym, (3.15)

k r

F is a diagonal matrix, the entries of which represent the adaptation rate of the

corresponding controller parameter and y(a() is the adaptation rate for the controller

parameter A(t, a). Defining the parameter errors as 0(t) = 0(t)-0*, A(t, u) = A(t, a)-

A*(c), the control signal u in (3.14) can be rewritten as

u(t) = a*w(t) + A*()u(t + a)da

+ k*r(t)

+ (t)TW(t) + A(t, u)u(t + r)d
T



+ k(t)r(t)

where a - [ a 1 a 2 ]. It is shown in Chapter 2 that the differential equations, (3.9),

(3.10), (3.11) together with the control signal (3.16) describe the closed loop dynamics

as

X,(t) = AmXp(t) + bm[&T(t - 7)(t - T)

+ f (t - , 0)u(t - + ar)d + k(t- T)r(t- T) + k*r(t - T)],
_T

yp(t) = h mXP(t) (3.17)

where, X, T TT h T T 0 , yp = y and Am is a constant

P 1re2 ] = p

Hurwitz matrix. From the model matching condition, we know that when the pa-

rameter errors are equal to zero, the closed loop transfer function is identical to that

of the reference model. Therefore, the reference model can be described by the (3n)th

order differential equation

Xm(t) = AmXm(t) + bmk*r(t - 7), ym(t) = hmXm(t) (3.18)

where,

Xm(t) E*T *T *T T
xpW 

W21 2

h T (sI - Am) - bmk* = m (3.19)
Rm(s)

Note that x*(t), w (t) and w (t) can be considered as the signals in the reference

model corresponding to xp(t), wl(t) and w2 (t) in the closed loop system. Therefore,

subtracting (3.18) from (3.17), we get an error equation for the overall system as

6(t) Ame(t) + bm[&T (t - 7)(t - 7)

+ I (t - , )(t - + )du (3.20)

+ k(t - T)T(t- )1,

(3.16)



eh(t) = hme(t).

where e(t) = X, - Xm and el(t) = yp(t) - ym(t). Equation (3.20) can be written in

a more compact form as

6(t) = Ame(t) + bm[OT(t - T)Q(t - T)

+ J (t - 7, a)u(t - 7 + a)d] (3.21)

e (t) = he(t).

Using the error model (3.21) and defining an appropriate Lyapunov Krasovskii func-

tional, it can be shown [43] that the plant (3.7), adaptive controller and the adaptive

laws given in (3.14) have bounded solutions for all t > to and limt,,oo el(t) -- 0.

3.2.2 Implementation Enhancements

In order to apply the Adaptive Posicast Controller specified by (3.10), (3.11) and

(3.14), one has to address several issues which were not taken into account during

the initial design but arise in the implementation. Below, we explain these issues and

how we address them.

Disturbance rejection

Controller (3.14) is a model reference adaptive controller where the goal is to force

the plant output follow the reference model output. In the design stage, the input

disturbances are not explicitly taken into account. However, in the idle speed appli-

cation, it can be shown that the controller is rejecting constant input disturbances.

Indeed, the reference, idle speed set-point, is constant, which turns the feed-forward

term k(t)r(t) into a pure integrator. Please see Appendix B for the proof of the

disturbance rejection.



Approximation of the finite integral term

The finite integral term in the control signal u given in (3.14) is implemented by using

a set of point-wise delays [12] as follows:

A(cr, t)u(t + a)da = Ai(t)u(t - dt) + .. + Am(t)u(t - mdt) (3.22)

where dt is the sampling interval and mdt = 7. In the experiments dt = 30 ms, so

m = 0.15/0.03 = 5. With this approximation, the adaptive laws given in (3.14) can

be represented as

O(t) = -Fel (t)Q(t - 7) (3.23)

where,

al

02 2

S= u(t - dt) (3.24)

Am u(t - mdt)

k r

and F > 0 is a diagonal adaptation rate matrix.

In [75], the limitations of this approximation have been pointed out together with

an example of unstable behavior arising due to numerical integration. In the power-

train control problem considered here, both in the experiments and in the simulations,

the values of coefficients Ai are in the order of 10- 4, and for these values we have been

able to confirm that the danger of the instabilities due to numerical approximation

does not arise. In addition, the stability margin for different values of A,'s is quite

large. See Appendix D for details.

Robustness

The adaptive controller design presented in Section 3.2.1 portrayed an idealized sit-

uation. The delay free part of the plant dynamics, Wp(s), is assumed to be finite



dimensional, linear and time invariant with unknown parameters. It is also assumed

that the inputs and outputs to the plant can be measured exactly. However, in the

real implementation, no plant is truly linear or finite dimensional. Plant parameters

may vary with time and operating conditions, and measurements may be contam-

inated by noise. The plant model is almost always approximate. It is precisely in

these cases that adaptive control is most needed [74].

Due to the above possible violations of the assumptions, the controller parameters

may drift without converging to a bounded region. One of the remedies to this prob-

lem is using a a-modification robustness scheme [74], which mainly adds a damping

term to adaptation laws. With the a-modification, the adaptive law given in (3.23)

is modified as

Bi(t) = -fiie (t)Qi(t - 7) - U0i(t) (3.25)

where a is a constant. The drawback of this adaptive law is that the origin is no

longer an equilibrium point of (B.5) and (3.25). This implies that even when all the

assumptions are perfectly satisfied, the errors do not converge to zero. One way to

remedy this drawback is to use a conditional a-modification scheme:

i -fiiel(t)Qi(t - T) - a0i(t) if 0 i j> 0i
Oi(t) = (3.26)

-Fiiei (t) Qi(t - T) otherwise

where, 0i is a predetermined constant. Although we observed in our vehicle exper-

iments that this method is working well for the idle speed control application, one

limitation of this method is a lack of automatic procedure to predetermine the value

of 0i. Several approaches to selecting 0i have been proposed. Firstly, one may fix

the value of 0i as the corresponding controller parameter vector which will satisfy

the model matching condition for the worst case uncertainty in the plant parame-

ters. Alternatively, some experiments can be conducted without using a-modification

and the controller parameters can be observed after which a reasonable value for the

0, can be selected depending on these observations. For example, one can observe

the values of 0i at different operating points and then select a 0i that prevents the



,O drifting away a certain range of these observed values. Finally, another method

might be first setting the initial values of the controller parameters in such a way that

model matching is satisfied for nominal plant parameters and then 0, can be set as a

certain percentage higher than the absolute value of these initial conditions. In our

experiments, we used the second proposed method.

Adaptation rate selection

We choose the adaptation gain Fii for a particular controller parameter Oi using the

following empirical rule

( i)e= A)* (3.27)

37m lel(t)Qi(t - 7r)l 3rm(T*) 2

where (6i)* is an estimate of the desired control parameter, Tm is the time constant

of the reference model and r* is a characteristic value of the reference signal. The

rationale for the above is that the desired speed of adaptation is determined by the

value that the parameter 0i must reach in a time 37m, which corresponds to the

settling time. Since the assumption is that the plant parameters are unknown, the

actual desired control parameter vector, 0., is unknown. (Oi)* used in (3.27) should

therefore be viewed as an estimate of Ot derived from the matching condition using a

nominal plant model. It is assumed that the control parameters start from zero, and

also that the orders of magnitude of e1 (t) and 2i(t) are close to that of the reference

signal. This last assumption can be verified at the first few instants of the operation

where the error is approximately equal to the reference signal. So, in a sense, the rii

selection is based on worst condition where adaptation has just begun.

Fine-tuning

Equations (3.22) and (3.27) imply that (Oi)* and therefore A*, i = 1, 2, .. , 15, need to

be estimated to determine F. Since Ai's were observed to be small in the simulations,

we determined the ideal values of the controller parameters neglecting the delay in

the plant and using a pole placement procedure [74]. Also, Ai's were observed to have



the same order of magnitude for all i, which suggests that the same adaptation gain,

FA for Ai, i = 1, .. , 5 can be used in (3.23). The value of F, was determined using

simulation studies of the linearized model.

Due to the approximations discussed above, the resulting F may be non-ideal.

Therefore, a weighting matrix M was included as Fw = I'M with

ZuInxn 0 0 0

o z I ×n 0 0
M = (3.28)

0 0 Imxm 0

0 0 0 Zr

where, zu, zy and Zr are constants that are used to fine-tune the adaptation gains.

Extensive simulations and experiments on the F-150 test vehicle revealed that setting

zu = Zr = 1 and increasing zy made the system response faster and improved the

disturbance rejection performance by decreasing the overshoots and undershoots after

introducing/removing the disturbances.

The above discussion implies that the selection of F requires only two free param-

eters, FA and zy that are to be empirically determined.

Anti-windup logic

The actuator, electronic throttle, has its hard limits and the calculated control signal

may sometimes exceed these limits, either from below or from above. In the case

of idle speed control application, the desired throttle angle is small and thus the

saturation may occur due to the control signal hitting the lower limit of the saturation.

Consequently, an add-on algorithm needs to be integrated with the controller that

prevents the winding up of the integrators resulting from the adaptation laws in

(3.14).

We use anti-windup logic where the main goal is to stop the adaptation if the

control signal saturates and if the tracking error, el = Ym - yp, is not favorable.

Calling the control signal before the saturation block as u and after the saturation as

usat, the anti-windup algorithm can be expressed as in the following.



0 if u > usat and el < 0

or
Oi (t) = (3.29)

U < Usat and e1 > 0

-Iiiei(t)Oi(t - ') otherwise

The additional tracking error based condition for not suspending the adaptation

during saturation improved the speed of the transient response as has been demon-

strated in our vehicle experiments.

There are more rigorous anti-windup methods that are specifically developed for

adaptive controllers [76]. We plan to apply these methods in our future research.

3.2.3 Final Design and Calibration

A control design that is meant to be used in a mass-production application must be

accessible and easy to use by the engineers who actually implement and support the

control strategy in production. This is important given that these engineers may not

be highly skilled and experienced in advanced control methods. Motivated by these

considerations, below we give a step by step design procedure to define a transparent

and streamlined design process. We assume that a linear plant model with uncertain

parameters and a known time delay is available.

Step 1. Select A and I of the signal generators defined in (3.10) and (3.11). These

signal generators act like state observers and it is suggested that their eigenval-

ues are selected much faster than the reference model pole. Note that the A-1

pair must be controllable.

Step 2. Set the initial value of the controller parameters to zero except for the feed-

forward term k(t). It is suggested that this parameter is initialized such that

k(0) e (0, 1).

Step 3. Set the time constant of the reference model at least two times faster than

that of the nominal plant time constant.



Step 4. Set the adaptation rate matrix F according to the algorithm given in (3.27).

Step 5. Adjust the parameter zy until the highest unmeasured load is rejected ac-

cording to the requirements. Note that increasing zy decreases transient excur-

sions, however higher gains might cause undesired oscillations.

Apart from these five steps, the design must be integrated with the robustness

scheme presented in (3.26).

Note that the controller needs only about 0.35KB of memory for the data stor-

age and requires less than 83 number of operations per computation cycle. This

corresponds to less than 2.8 - 103 floating point operations per second (flops). For

conventional ECU's the APC controller uses around 0.028 percent of the total com-

putational power, and that is negligible, especially at idle conditions where ECU is

underloaded. Please see Appendix C for the calculation of the memory requirements

and computational complexity.

3.3 Simulations

This section presents the simulation results using the nonlinear engine model. We

note that the simulation model was available for a similar but not exactly the same

engine as used in the experimental vehicle. This difference is not essential since we

are using an adaptive control approach.

Figure 3-2 shows the response of the nonlinear engine model to step changes in the

idle speed set-point. The adaptation rates were calculated setting M = I. Although the

response is sluggish, this figure demonstrates that the rule (3.27) produces reasonable

initial estimates for the adaptation rates.

Figure 3-3 shows the response of the nonlinear model to step changes in the idle

speed set-point by changing zy to 220. By changing just this single parameter, the

increase in the adaptation gain is attained which provides a much faster yet still well

damped response.

All initial conditions for the controller parameters were set to zero except for the
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Figure 3-2: Nonlinear model set-point tracking. Adaptation rates are calculated using
(3.27) with no further tuning.

Figure 3-3:
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Nonlinear model set-point tracking. z = Zr = 1, Zy = 220.

feed-forward term k(t). It was found that any value of k(0) chosen from the interval

(0, 1) gave a reasonable performance. Results given in the simulations correspond to

the case when k(0) = 0.3.

3.4 Experiments

The experimental results given in this section were obtained using an F-150 test

vehicle of Ford Motor Company. The vehicle has a 4.6 liter V-8 front engine with

a multi-port fuel injection system. The engine has two valves per cylinder and can

achieve 231 Hp at 4750 rpm and 397 Nm at 3500 rpm. The air intake is controlled

with an electronic throttle.

- reference
--- engine speed

---- reference

- engine speed

s I- --~t~ - -----++---rz~-+
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Figure 3-4: Rapid prototyping with MicroAutoBox using CAN.

A dSPACE MicroAutoBox, communicating with the engine control unit (ECU)

via CAN bus was used for real-time controller rapid prototyping. This system is

used to implement the controller and monitor the performance. Figure 3-4 shows

the hardware wiring. In the production environment, the engine is controlled by the

ECU. The ECU normally also controls other actuators of the engine, monitors the

health of the engine, and processes sensor inputs [77].

In our setup, we override the idle speed control commands coming from the ECU

with our adaptive control signal using the rapid prototyping system (see Figure 3-4).

This system has the engine speed as the measured input and calculates the throttle

command as the control input.

The existing controller on the test vehicle (which we refer to as the baseline con-

troller) consists of a feed-forward controller in parallel with a closed loop controller of

PID type. The adaptive controller overrides this feedback controller while the feed-

forward controller is retained "as is". Thus our results compare the performance of

the existing closed loop controller in the test vehicle with the adaptive controller.

The same adaptation gains used in the simulation shown in Fig. 3-3 were used for

all in-vehicle experiments, without further tuning. It was observed that the Adap-

tive Posicast Controller performed uniformly better when compared to the existing

baseline controller, in all experiments.
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Figure 3-5: Comparison of the baseline controller with adaptive controller for set-

point tracking. rw is the same used in the simulation shown in Fig. 3-3

3.4.1 Set-point Tracking

Figure 3-5 shows the set-point tracking performance for both the baseline controller

and for the Adaptive Posicast Controller. This experiment was repeated for 3 minutes

and the improvement over the baseline controller in RMS error was found to be 6

percent. Note that since most of the time the desired idle speed is constant, the

tracking is not the main consideration in idle speed control.

3.4.2 Disturbance Rejection

We next introduced various disturbances into the picture to evaluate the disturbance

rejection properties of the Adaptive Posicast Controller. Figure 3-6 shows the devia-

tion from the idle speed (650 rpm) when power steering load is applied repetitively,

for two different controllers. The introduction of the disturbance causes the excur-

sions below the set-point and its removal results in the excursions above the set-point.

This experiment was conducted for 3 minutes and the RMS error improvement over

the existing baseline controller was 35 percent.

In real driving, idle speed set point may change as required to accommodate the

states of accessories or changes in the battery voltage. So it is worth comparing

the performance of the controllers for different operating points. Figure 3-7 shows

the deviation from the idle speed set-point when a power steering disturbance is

introduced at 900 rpm, for two different controllers. The dips correspond to the

i ~L
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Figure 3-6: Comparison of the baseline controller with adaptive controller for power
steering disturbance rejection at 650 rpm. Fw is the same as used in the simulation
shown in Fig. 3-3
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Figure 3-7: Comparison of the baseline controller with adaptive controller for power
steering disturbance rejection at 900 rpm. Fw is the same as used in the simulation
shown in Fig. 3-3

introduction of the disturbance and flares correspond to the release. This experiment

was conducted for 3 minutes and RMS error improvement over the existing controller

was found to be 48 percent. Similarly, Fig. 3-8 shows the deviation from the idle

speed set-point when a power steering disturbance is introduced at 590 rpm, for two

different controllers. This experiment was also conducted for 3 minutes and RMS

error improvement over the existing controller was found to be 33 percent.

3.4.3 Robustness

Figure 3-9 shows the result of the 3-minute disturbance rejection experiment, a section

of which was presented in Fig. 3-6. In the bottom figure of Fig. 3-9 the evolution
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Figure 3-8: Comparison of the baseline controller with adaptive controller for power

steering disturbance rejection at 590 rpm. Fw is the same used in the simulation

shown in Fig. 3-3

of some of the adaptive parameters is presented. Note that the parameters continue

to adapt during the course of the experiment and they seem to keep decreasing with

a certain slope. As we discussed previously, there may be many reasons for this

parameter drift, some of which can be unmodeled dynamics, noise and measurement

errors. Another possibility is that the parameters would converge to a bounded

region after a long time period. In any case, it is not practical to apply the adaptive

controller without a robustness scheme which will make sure that the parameters stay

in a predetermined bounded region so that the possibility of instability is avoided.

Figure 3-10 presents the disturbance rejection experimental result where we ap-

plied the robustness scheme which is explained in (3.26). Note that the adaptive

parameters continue to decrease until they hit their predetermined values and then

continue to adapt without leaving that region and stay bounded. An interesting point

here is that although the adaptation is restricted in a certain region, the performance

improvement is still more or less the same, 38 percent, as in the case without any

restrictions (36 percent).

3.5 Summary

We successfully applied the Adaptive Posicast Controller for time-delay systems pro-

posed in [19] and [43] to the idle speed control (ISC) problem in an internal combustion

~L II II I
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Figure 3-9: Top figure: Adaptive controller performance for
bance. Bottom figure: Evolution of the controller parameters.
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Figure 3-10: Top figure: Adaptive controller performance for power steering distur-
bance. Bottom figure: Evolution of the controller parameters with a-modification.



engine. In addition to initial controller design which is presented in section 3.2.1, we

enhanced the controller with a robustifying scheme, an adaptation rate selection al-

gorithm, a fine-tuning procedure and an anti-windup logic, and we demonstrated the

disturbance rejection properties of the controller. Note that all these enhancements

are built hand in hand with the implementation since they all stemmed from the

implementation requirements.

Simulations and in-vehicle experimental results confirm that performance improve-

ments can be attained using this approach. In addition, the approach has a potential

to reduce calibration time and effort due to two reasons: First, the controller performs

better than the existing baseline controller which suggests that the overall controller

(feed-forward + closed loop) can be designed by relying less on the feed-forward part

which consumes most of the calibration time and effort. Second, the procedure de-

veloped in Section 3.2.2 and 3.2.2 dramatically facilitates the design of the adaptive

controller and minimizes the tuning process. Hence, the controller can be designed

with minimum iteration which means reduced calibration time.
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Chapter 4

Spark Ignition Engine Fuel-to-Air

Ratio Control: An Adaptive

Control Approach

4.1 Plant Model

A block diagram representation of the plant, from fuel injection to the universal

exhaust gas oxygen (UEGO) sensor measurement, together with the TWC is shown

in Fig. 4-1, where "A" stands for the air charge that is calculated based on the

driver torque command. The fuel inducted into the engine cylinders is viewed as

the sum of the output of the WW dynamics block and the canister purge, while the

fuel injected by the injectors is an input to the WW block. The multiplication by

the gain in the "1/A" block gives the FAR of the mixture in the engine cylinders

(we will consider the control of FAR as opposed to air-to-fuel ratio (AFR) since it

scales linearly with fuel) and the delay block represents the combined effect of time

delays in the system. The largest contributors to that delay are the time from the

fuel injection to exhaust gas formation and the time needed for the exhaust gases to

reach the UEGO sensor location. Finally, the exhaust gases undergo mixing, FAR is

measured by the UEGO sensor and then the mixture passes through the TWC to get
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Figure 4-1: Plant block diagram representation.

stripped from its pollutants.

In the model we use, the input is the mass flow rate of fuel injected by the injectors

and the output is the equivalence ratio, which is the fuel to air ratio normalized by

its stoichiometric value, measured by the UEGO sensor in the exhaust. As explained

above, there are mainly four components of the FAR dynamics which are wall-wetting

dynamics, fuel-air mixture formation, mixture propagation to the UEGO sensor lo-

cation and finally UEGO sensor dynamics. Below, the modeling aspects for each

component together with their transfer functions are explained.

4.1.1 Wall-Wetting (WW) Dynamics

After the fuel is injected by the injectors, some of the fuel immediately evaporates and

is inducted into the engine cylinders, while the rest replenishes a liquid fuel puddle,

which forms on the walls of the intake ports and on the intake valves. A fraction

of the fuel evaporates from the liquid puddle and is also inducted into the engine

cylinders. A WW dynamics model represents this phenomenon with the following

transfer function.
Fe(s) 1 + (1 - X) (4.1)(4.1)Fi(s) 7,s + 1

where Fc, Fi, X and 7- represent the fuel entering the cylinders, injected fuel, the

fraction of the fuel contributing to the fuel puddle and the puddle evaporation time

constant, respectively.



4.1.2 FAR Formation and Propagation to the UEGO Sensor

The vaporized fuel mixes with the air and forms the fuel-air mixture. This process may

be modeled as a division of the fuel mass by the air mass, A(t), entering the cylinder.

Starting from the opening of the intake valve, it takes approximately one engine

cycle, i.e., 2 crankshaft revolutions, until the exhaust gases fully exit the cylinder.

This delay is called the cycle delay, Tc, and can be approximated as rc = 120/N,

where N is the engine speed in revolutions-per-minute.

After the exhaust gases exit the cylinder, they mix with the previously existing

exhaust gases and travel through the exhaust manifold until they reach the UEGO

sensor location. Also, in a multi-cylinder engine, the exhaust gases coming from the

individual cylinders enter the exhaust manifold at different times. All these effects

can be modeled by a pure delay element in series with a first order lag as

Obm (S) 1(S-- 1 e - 'Ttr (4.2)
(Deng() TgmS + 1

where, 4Dbm, Deng, Tgm and Ttr represent the equivalence ratio, which is fuel-to-air ratio

divided by stoichiometric (desired) fuel-to-air ratio, just before the measurement,

equivalence ratio right after the engine exit, gas mixing time constant and transport

delay, respectively.

4.1.3 Sensor Dynamics

Sensor dynamics can be modeled by a first order lag as

Im(S) _ 1 - (4.3)
(Ibm(S) TsS + 1

where 4 m(s) and - represent the measured equivalence ratio and sensor time con-

stant, respectively.



4.1.4 Reduced Order Model

When all the individual elements of FAR dynamics described in eqns. (4.1)-(4.3) are

combined, a third order transfer function in series with a pure delay is obtained. To

simplify the controller design, a first order lag in series with a pure time delay is used

as a reduced order plant model, where the input and the output are the deviations

in the commanded in-cylinder equivalence ratio and the measured equivalence ratio.

1
G(s) = - e-S (4.4)

TmS + 1

Accurate WW compensation (effectively, the feedforward inversion of (4.1)) helps to

render this approximation more valid. Using relay feedback identification method for

time delay systems [78] the coefficients of this model at around the speed of 700 rpm

and at warm conditions are found to be 0.4 and 0.45 for Tm and 7, respectively. Note

that 7 consists of the cycle delay r, and the transport delay Ttr and it also accounts

for the UEGO sensor time delay and the computational delay in the engine control

unit.

4.2 Controller Design

The structure of the closed loop system used in the test vehicle is presented in Fig. 4-

2. The figure shows the inner and the outer control loops. The outer loop determines

the desired FAR, (F/A)d, depending on the state of the TWC, measured by the

HEGO sensor. (F/A)d becomes the reference for the inner loop controller or the

feedback controller, which is referred to as "Controller". The air estimate, referred

to as A, depends on the driver torque request. The multiplication of (F/A)d with A

is referred to as the "base fuel", Fb, which is an estimate of the desired fuel. The

feedback controller corrects this estimate using the UEGO sensor measurement of the

FAR upstream of the TWC. Note that the feedback controller applies a multiplicative

correction as opposed to additive correction, although the latter is more typical in

controls literature. The advantage of the multiplicative feedback over additive feed-
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Figure 4-2: Overall closed loop controller structure.

back is that the feedback fuel quantity scales proportionally to the value of the base

fuel thereby providing better ability to compensate in transients when changes in

vehicle operating point occur. Indeed, this multiplicative transformation maintains

the dc gain of the Plant assumed for fuel-to-air ratio feedback design constant across

the vehicle operating range. In addition to the feedback controller there is a WW

compensation algorithm in the system which estimates the WW dynamics and uses

the inverse dynamics to cancel it.

What we are interested in is the feedback controller, for which we design two dif-

ferent adaptive controllers with different complexity. Before explaining these designs,

we explain the baseline controller first, which is the existing feedback controller in

the vehicle.

4.2.1 Baseline Controller

The baseline controller in the vehicle is essentially a gain-scheduled Proportional-

plus-Integral (PI) controller. In the actual vehicle implementation, a first-order filter

in series with PI controller and relay logic are used. Note that before the feedback

control input is multiplied by the base fuel Fb, it is shifted by 1. So the resulting



control input for the baseline controller can be given as

Uc = (1 + u)Fb, (4.5)

where u, is the total control signal without the WW compensation and u is the

output of the feedback controller. This structure has the advantage of a feedback

control input u that has relatively small values, since it's bias, 1, is already causing

the control signal uc to be equal to the required base fuel Fb.

Note that, to maintain stability in the presence of delay, the gains of the PI

controller cannot be made very aggressive. Moreover, due to the delay in the system,

the overshoot in the response is difficult to avoid using this feedforward-feedback

combination.

4.2.2 Adaptive Feedforward Controller (AFFC)

The system diagram with the Adaptive Feedforward Controller (AFFC) is shown in

Fig. 4-3. This is a simple model reference adaptive controller, where it is assumed

that the only uncertainty occurs in the control input gain. Instead of the feedback

path in Fig. 4-2, a gain multiplier on the (F/A)d is adapted. Note that the outer

loop is not shown in the figure. The motivation for AFFC is to compensate for errors

in the base fuel calculation due to, for example, injector uncertainties or "lost-fuel"

effects present at cold engine conditions. Assuming that the desired FAR is in general

constant and equal to stoichiometric FAR, it can be shown that this controller can

also reject constant disturbances.

To derive the adaptation law, consider the following reduced order plant model

represented in state space form with a constant disturbance

p, = ax, + b(u(t - 7) + d) (4.6)

where, x, represents the measured FAR, a and b are known and unknown constants

respectively and d is a constant, unknown disturbance. Since the plant is stable, a
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Figure 4-3: Inner-loop structure with AFFC.

is negative and since b represents the gain of the injectors, it is positive. Note that

since reduced order dynamics is first order, (4.6) is a scalar differential equation.

Consider a reference model

X:m = axm + bmr(t - T) (4.7)

where r is the desired FAR or (F/A)d. Assuming that the reference FAR is constant

so that r = ro, we choose the control input as

u = Oro = (0* + O(t))ro (4.8)

where 0* = bm/b - d/r is the ideal controller parameter and 0 is the deviation of 0

from 0*. By using a Lyapunov function candidate V = (e2 + b82)/2, it can be shown

that 0(t) is bounded and limtooe(t) = 0, if the following update law is used

0 = 0 = -yer (4.9)

where y is the adaptation rate and e = (F/A)m - (F/A)rm. Here (F/A)m and (F/A)rm



represents the measured FAR and the output of the reference model.

One of the advantages of AFFC is providing a more damped response compared

to the baseline controller when the goal is reference tracking. In addition AFFC is

easier to tune since it has only one parameter. Note that an adaptation law (4.9)

can be enhanced with a dead-band or a sigma-modification and with a projection

algorithm.

4.2.3 Adaptive Posicast Controller (APC)

Please see Section 3.2.1 for APC design.

4.2.4 Implementation Enhancements

In order to implement the Adaptive Posicast Controller specified by (3.10), (3.11) and

(3.14), one has to address several issues which were not taken into account during

the initial design but arise in the implementation. Below, we explain these issues and

how we address them.

Disturbance rejection

Controller (3.14) is a model reference adaptive controller where the goal is to force

the plant output follow the reference model output. In the design stage, the input

disturbances are not explicitly taken into account. However, in the FAR control ap-

plication, it can be shown that the controller is rejecting constant input disturbances.

Indeed, the reference, FAR set-point, is constant for this application, which turns the

feedforward term k(t)r(t) into a pure integrator. Please see Appendix B for the proof

of the disturbance rejection.

Initialization and Adaptation Rate Selection

We initialize our controller parameters by satisfying the model matching using a

nominal plant model. For the nominal plant we choose 700 rpm as the engine speed

at warm idling conditions. Idling can be considered as the worst case since the delay



value achieves its maximum value. In this operating condition 7 and Tm is found to

be 0.4 and 0.45 respectively.

We choose the adaptation gain Fii for a particular controller parameter Oi using

the following empirical rule

7ii = c0io (4.10)

where c is an adjustable gain and 0 io is the initial value of the corresponding controller

parameter. Note that we use the same c for all the parameters which makes the fine

tuning procedure easy and fast. The rationale for this rule is to make all the controller

parameters equally effective in the control law.

Approximation of the finite integral term

The finite integral term in the control signal u given in (3.14) is implemented by using

a set of point-wise delays [12] as in the following:

SA(o, t)u(t + o)da = AI(t)u(t - dt) + .. + Am(t)u(t - mdt) (4.11)
-T

where dt is the sampling interval and mdt = T. With this approximation, the adaptive

laws given in (3.14) can be represented as

O(t) = -Fel(t)Q(t - T) (4.12)

where,

O 2  W2

A1 u(t - dt)
0 = , = (4.13)

Am u(t - mdt)

k r

and P is the diagonal adaptation rate matrix.

In [75] the limitations of this approximation have been pointed out together with



an example of unstable behavior arising due to numerical integration. In the power-

train control problem considered here, both in the experiments and in the simulations,

the values of coefficients Ai are in the order of 10- 3 to 10- 4, and for these values the

danger of the instabilities due to numerical approximation does not arise.

Handling Time-Varying Delay

In the design of the APC, it assumed that the time delay in the system is known and

constant. However, the time delay in the FAR control problem varies with the load

and the speed of the engine. A logical way of handling this issue is gain-scheduling

the controller, time delay being the gain-scheduling variable. The delay value shows

itself in the equation (3.10) and in the adaptation laws given in (3.14), which are

straightforward to gain-schedule. Apart from these, the finite integral term in the

control law given in (3.14) also needs the delay information to be computed. Note

that we use an approximation for this term given in (4.11). We pursued two different

strategies to gain-schedule this approximation, which are given below:

a) Eliminating and Adding Terms:

The integral in (4.11) is approximated using time steps that are equal to the

sampling interval, T, of the controller implementation (T = 30 ms). Therefore, the

number of the terms, m, in this approximation can be given as m = 7/T. A simple

way to gain-schedule this approximation is to eliminate or add terms, depending on

the value of the delay at the time of approximation. One can do this by storing the

values of eliminated parameter Ai's when the delay decreases and then using these

stored values when the number of the terms increases again, due to a delay increase.

Although this logic seems intuitive, it has a drawback of rapid control signal

changes that can cause undesired excursions in the FAR trace.

b) Freezing and Adding Terms:

As we discussed above, when the delay value decreases, we need less parameters

to approximate the finite integral in (4.11) and thus we eliminate the unnecessary

terms. This causes a sudden, undesired jump in the control signal. To prevent this

jump, instead of eliminating the unnecessary terms, Ai(t)u(t - idt)'s, we simply freeze



them and use them back when the delay value increases. This strategy achieves two

things: First, it still makes sure that only the necessary terms are being used and

thus only the necessary parameter Ai's are being updated, while the rest of them

are frozen. Second, by still keeping the frozen terms in the control signal, it leads a

smooth transition from one delay approximation to another.

Note that in the case of a delay decrease and thus freezing of the unnecessary

terms, the control signal carries the frozen terms as a constant bias. Below, we show

that this does not adversely effect the stability of the closed loop system.

Assume that the delay value 7 decreased to T' so that we need only need p = T'/T

terms instead of m terms to approximate the finite integral, where p < m. In this

case, we freeze the m - p unnecessary terms. Assume that the sum of these frozen

terms are equal to D. The resulting approximation is the following:

A(o-, t)u(t + a)da = Al (t)u(t - dt) + .. + Ap(t)u(t - pdt) + D. (4.14)

The state space description of the plant together with the controller given in (2.31)

is now modified as

xp(t) = Apxp(t) + bp(u(t - T) + D), y(t) = hTZp(t). (4.15)

We can, therefore, use the same procedure explained in Appendix B to show that the

overall system stays stable and that the tracking error goes to zero.

Anti-windup logic

The fuel injector actuators, have their hard limits and the calculated control signal

may sometimes exceed these limits, either from below or from above. Consequently,

an add-on algorithm needs to be integrated with the controller that prevents the

winding up of the integrators resulting from the adaptation laws in (3.14).

We use anti-windup logic where the main goal is to stop the adaptation if the

control signal saturates and if the tracking error, el = Ym - yp, is not favorable.



Calling the control signal before the saturation block as u and after the saturation as

usat, the anti-windup algorithm can be expressed as in the following.

0 if U > usat and el < 0

i(t) = or (4.16)
U < usat and el > 0

-Fiies(t)Qi(t - 7) otherwise

The additional tracking error based condition for not suspending the adaptation

during saturation improved the speed of the transient response as has been demon-

strated in our vehicle experiments.

There are more rigorous anti-windup methods that are specifically developed for

adaptive controllers [76]. We plan to apply these methods in our future research.

Robustness

The adaptive controller design presented in Section III-C portrayed an idealized sit-

uation. The delay free part of the plant dynamics, Wp(s), is assumed to be finite

dimensional, linear and time invariant with unknown parameters. It is also assumed

that the inputs and outputs to the plant can be measured exactly. However, in the

real implementation, no plant is truly linear or finite dimensional. Plant parameters

may vary with time and operating conditions, and measurements may be contam-

inated by noise. The plant model is almost always approximate. It is precisely in

these cases that adaptive control is most needed [74].

Due to the above possible violations of the assumptions, the controller parameters

may drift without converging to a bounded region. One of the remedies to this

problem is using a- modification robustness scheme [74], which mainly adds a damping

term to adaptation laws. We previously used this robustness scheme in idle speed

control application [79] which proved successful and therefore we used it again in FAR

control application. Please see [79] for the details.



4.2.5 Final Design and Calibration

We believe that any controller design that is meant to be used in a mass-production

application must be accessible and easy to use by the engineering staff who actually

implements and supports the control strategy in production. This is particularly

important given that the engineering stuff are not expected to be highly skilled in

advanced control methods. Motivated by these facts, below we give a step by step

design procedure to obtain a transparent and streamlined design. We assume that a

linear plant model with uncertain parameters and a known time delay is available.

Step 1. Select A and I of the signal generators defined in (3.10) and (3.11). These

signal generators act like state observers and it is suggested that the eigenvalues

are selected much faster than the reference model pole. Note that the A-1 pair

must be controllable.

Step 2. Set the initial value of the controller parameters by satisfying the model

matching using a nominal plant model.

Step 3. Set the time constant of the reference model at least two times faster than

that of the nominal plant time constant.

Step 4. Set the adaptation rate matrix F according to the algorithm given in (3.27).

Step 5. Tune the parameter c until the control requirements are satisfied. Note

that increasing c gives a tighter FAR control performance, however higher gains

might cause undesired oscillations.

Apart from these five easy steps, the design must be integrated with the robustness

scheme as discussed in Section III-D-6.

Note that the controller needs only about 0.4KB of memory for the data storage

and requires 118 number of operations per computation cycle. This corresponds to

less than 4.103 operations per second. For conventional ECU's the APC controller use

around 0.04 percent of the total computational power and that is negligible. Please see
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Figure 4-4: Rapid prototyping with MicroAutobox using CAN.

Appendix C for the calculation of the memory requirements and computational com-

plexity for the idle speed control application, which explains the calculation method

that is also used for the FAR control implementation.

4.3 Simulation and Experimental Results

The simulation results in this section are obtained using @Matlab and @Simulink,

and the experimental results are obtained using a Lincoln Navigator test vehicle

provided by Ford Motor Company. The vehicle has a 5.4 liter V-8 front engine with

a multi-port fuel injection system. The engine has three valves per cylinder and can

achieve 300 Hp at 5000 rpm and 495 Nm at 3750 rpm. The air intake is controlled

with an electronic throttle.

A dSPACE MicroAutoBox, communicating with the engine control unit (ECU)

via CAN bus was used for real-time controller rapid prototyping. This system is

used to implement the controller and monitor the performance. Figure 4-4 shows

the hardware wiring. In the production environment, the engine is controlled by the

ECU. The ECU normally also controls the other actuators of the engine, monitors

the health of the engine and processes sensor inputs [77].

In our setup, we override the FAR control commands coming from the ECU with

our adaptive control signal using the rapid prototyping system (see Figure 3-4). This

system has the FAR as the measured input and calculates the fuel mass flow rate as



the control input.

The existing closed loop control structure in the vehicle is presented in Fig. 4-

2. The adaptive controller overwrites the "Controller" block, while the rest of the

structure is retained as is. Thus, our results compare the performance of the existing

feedback controller in the test vehicle with the adaptive controller. It was observed

that the Adaptive Posicast Controller performed better when compared to the existing

baseline controller, in all experiments.

4.3.1 AFFC vs. Baseline Controller

Figure 4-5 compares the tracking and purge disturbance rejection performance of

the baseline controller and of the AFFC when WW dynamics are assumed to be

perfectly compensated. D denotes the normalized FAR or the equivalence ratio (so

that stoichiometric FAR of 0.0685 corresponds to Q4 = 1. The upper plot shows the

simulated response to a pulse train reference and the lower plot shows the response

to a step purge disturbance introduced at time t = 30 sec and removed at time t = 50

sec. It is assumed that the time delay is known to be 0.4 sec. While designing the

AFFC, the UEGO dynamics are assumed to have nominal values but then the plant

dynamics were chosen to have 20 percent deviations in high frequency gain and Tm.

The baseline controller is tuned to perform well for both tracking and disturbance

rejection. As discussed before, the baseline controller cannot avoid overshoots due

to the delay in the system, while the AFFC can track the reference comparatively

better. On the other hand, the disturbance rejection capabilities are similar, since

when the reference is constant, the AFFC is essentially an integral controller.

We have also tested AFFC experimentally and compared it with the existing

baseline controller. At the test time, the calibration of WW compensation was not

fully completed, which allowed to subject both controllers to challenging scenarios.

Also, the time delay varied in the experiments as opposed to the cases simulated in

Fig. 4-5. Figure 4-6 shows the results from a 4-minute drive test. Note that the

air charge values have been scaled to show them in the same plot with 1. The test

was conducted in a relatively uncontrolled environment, e.g., without controlling the
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Figure 4-5: Comparison of baseline controller and AFFC. a) Response to a set-point

change b) Response to purge disturbance.



speed or load, as can be observed in Figs. 4-6a-c. The vehicle was accelerated and

decelerated rather sharply and the purge flow was also not controlled, as shown in

Fig. 4-6-d. The RMS error value of the deviations from the reference is calculated as

0.0052 and 0.0051 for the baseline controller and for the AFFC, respectively. Their

performances are similar, consistently with our simulation results, as the dominant

factors affecting the response are the purge and air disturbances, and not the reference

tracking.

Note that another important success measure (SM) for the FAR control loop is

the error integral. Compared to RMS error, this metric better reflects how much of

the TWC oxygen storage capacity is used to compensate for the deviations in the

fuel-to-air ratio.

The integral error SM can be formulated as

I k t ' +A'

SM = l t, ()d (4.17)

where ti is the time instant of the i-th disturbance hit and ~, is the duration/settling

time of the transient caused by the disturbance hit. We use this SM for the APC

results in the following sections.

4.3.2 APC vs. Baseline Controller

Purge Disturbance Rejection Tests

The purpose of our initial FAR control experiments was to compare the performances

of the APC and the baseline controller, while emulating canister vapor purge distur-

bance rejection tests. These experiments were conducted with the test vehicle idling

at different speeds. Since during idling the air flow rate does not change much, the

WW dynamics did not play a major role in these experiments as much as it did for

acceleration and deceleration experiments. The SM used is given in (4.17).

The test started with the engine speed at 700 rpm. At 300 sec, the engine speed

increased to 1000 rpm and at 600 sec it decreased back to 700 rpm. Every 20 sec

the fuel injector gains were changed to emulate the purge disturbance. Overall, the
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Figure 4-7: Comparison of baseline controller with APC for purge disturbance rejec-

tion at 700 rpm.
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Figure 4-8: Comparison of baseline controller with APC for purge disturbance rejec-

tion at 1000 rpm, with c = 1.

performance of the APC, calculated using (4.17), was 70 percent better than the

baseline controller during the test which lasted 15 minutes. Figure 4-7 shows a time

window from the test where the engine speed was 700 rpm. The APC performs

considerably better, in terms of integral SM, than the baseline controller as its features

enable it to better account for the delay and achieve faster response.

Figure 4-8 shows how the equivalence ratio changes during the same test but now

the engine speed is 1000 rpm. Again, the performance of the APC is better than that

of the baseline controller.

d I I
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Figure 4-9: Time histories of a) D, b) Engine speed c) Engine relative air flow,
d) Tracking error integral, during vehicle acceleration and deceleration for APC vs.
baseline controller, with c = 1.

Acceleration and Deceleration Tests

Figure 4-9 shows the equivalence ratio excursions during a test in which the vehicle
accelerates and then decelerates. In this case, the delay varies with time during the
test. The APC performs better overall than the baseline controller. During the lean
excursion (equivalence ratio less than 1 during acceleration), the baseline controller
appears to start the recovery from the undershoot slightly earlier than the APC.
There are, however, differences in the air flow and the equivalence ratio set-point

time of increase between APC test and baseline controller test, further analysis of
these suggests no real advantage for the baseline controller over APC in terms of
start of recovery timing. Note that the equivalence ratio set-point is computed by a
separate part of the engine control system in the vehicle.

For this experiment, we compared the maximum value of the integrated difference

between fuel-air equivalence ratio and its set point during the full course of the exper-
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Figure 4-10: Comparison of baseline controller with APC during vehicle acceleration,
with c = 1.5.

iment. This metric is better suited to assessing the difference between controllers for

this experiment than (4.17) because if one acceleration-deceleration test is assumed

to be a single event, the errors cancel each other if (4.17) is used, which can be ob-

served in (4-9)-d. However, maximum value of the integral relates to how much of the

oxygen storage capacity is used in the worst case during the course of the experiment.

In terms of this metric, APC performs 43 percent better than the baseline controller.

All the above experiments were conducted with the fine tuning parameter c equal

to 1, which implies that no fine-tuning was done. In Fig. 4-10, we present an ex-

perimental result, which shows APC and the baseline controller performances during

the vehicle acceleration, with c = 1.5. As expected, the APC outperforms the base-

line controller to a greater extent compared to the previous cases, especially on lean

excursions. Note however that the load (and hence the air charge) are less in the

APC controller case in this experiment. Nevertheless, performance with the APC is

considerably better than with the baseline controller, and cannot be attributed to the

load difference between the controllers.

I II - - I r -



4.3.3 APC vs. Gain-Scheduled Smith Predictor

We compared the performance of the APC with a gain-scheduled Smith Predictor

(SP). The SP was designed based on the plant models identified at different operating

points (corresponding to different combinations of engine speeds and loads) using a

relay feedback method.

Figure 4-11 shows the results of an acceleration-deceleration test conducted using

the test vehicle. The performances are very similar as can be seen in Fig. 4-11a and

Fig. 4-11d, where the time evolutions of 4) and the error integral is presented. On

the other hand, Fig. 4-11c shows that the control signal of the APC is smoother than

that of the SP.

Figure 4-11 confirms that the adaptive controller is performing very well and

similar in performance to the Smith Predictor. Note that the gain-scheduled SP can

be seen as a perfect adaptive controller: While the APC adapts to operating point

changes without the knowledge of the plant parameters, the gain-scheduled SP uses

the knowledge of the changing plant parameters that need to be obtained offline

by using an identification procedure for different operating points. The adaptive

controller can, in addition, adjust better to situations when plant parameters change

due to part-to-part variability or aging. For example, it is stated in [49] that due to

aging or harsh operating conditions, UEGO sensor time constant can easily increase

by a factor of 10 to 20. Also it is known that the Smith Predictor is sensitive to the

delay estimation errors.

In Fig. 4-12, we present the simulation results that compare SP with APC. For

this simulation, the time constant for the first order system model is selected as 50

ms, which is reported in [49] as the time constant of a state-of-the-art oxygen sensor.

The nominal time delay is assumed to be 0.4 seconds. A step input disturbance is

introduced to this plant at time t = 170 seconds and the transients are plotted. The

APC and the SP is tuned such that they perform similarly for these nominal plant

parameter values, in the presence of the disturbance. Then, the sensor time constant

is increased by a factor of 20 and the disturbance test is repeated. As seen in the
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figure, not only the performance of the SP gets worse than the adaptive controller,

but the SP response also becomes oscillatory, which is a sign of getting closer to

instability. An additional uncertainty in the system, like a delay identification error,

may cause the system to become unstable easily. Indeed, when we introduce a delay

uncertainty by increasing the nominal delay by 0.3 seconds, we see that the loop

with the SP becomes almost marginally stable. This simulation result is presented in

Fig 4-13.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have considered the fuel-to-air ratio (FAR) control problem in

port-fuel-injection (PFI) spark-ignition (SI) engine. Two controllers, an Adaptive

FeedForward Controller (AFFC) and an Adaptive Posicast Controller (APC), have

been developed and implemented in a test vehicle. The AFFC is a simple controller

based on feedforward adaptation, while the APC is a more elaborate controller that

uses adaptation in both feedforward and feedback paths and is based on a recently de-

veloped adaptive control method for time-delay systems. The AFFC has been shown

in simulations and experiments to have better reference tracking and similar distur-

bance rejection capabilities when compared to the existing baseline controller. The

APC has been shown in experiments to achieve faster recovery from disturbances and

better performance during vehicle acceleration deceleration tests. These performance

improvements were a result of various modifications and enhancements to the initial

APC design, such as an algorithm to handle the variable time delay, a robustness

scheme and parameter initialization and fine tuning methods. It has also been ob-

served in our vehicle experiments that implementing APC using an upper bound on

the delay as a delay estimate assures robustness against delay variations.

In terms of applications of the APC, the FAR control problem is more challenging

than the Idle Speed Control (ISC) problem, due to a larger and variable time delay

and different character of disturbances and uncertainties. The experimental results

reported here demonstrate that the APC is effective for the FAR control problem as
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Chapter 5

Summary and Future Research

In this thesis, the Adaptive Posicast Controller is proposed, which addresses the key

challenges due to uncertainties and time delay, that are important for many industrial

control applications. It is an adaptive controller with explicit delay compensation

built upon the ideas of the classical Smith Predictor, finite spectrum assignment and

adaptive control. The main difference of the APC from the earlier designs is that

it is easily implementable and computationally affordable. This makes the APC a

good candidate for mass production applications like automotive internal combustion

engine control.

In this research, the proposed APC has been applied to Idle Speed Control (ISC)

and Fuel-to-Air Ratio (FAR) control of automotive engines. The treatment of imple-

mentation aspects, including adaptation rate selection, parameter initialization, anti-

windup implementation, handling parameter drift and handling time-varying delay is

discussed.

In ISC, the objective is to regulate the engine speed to a prescribed set-point in the

presence of various load torque disturbances due to power steering, air conditioning,

transmission engagement and powering the alternator. In FAR control, the objective

is to maintain the in-cylinder fuel-to-air ratio at a prescribed set point, determined

primarily by the state of the Three-Way Catalyst (TWC), so that the pollutants in the

exhaust are removed with the highest efficiency. The FAR controller must also reject

disturbances due to canister vapor purging and inaccuracies in air charge estimation



and wall wetting compensation.

A high performing and robust ISC is important for minimizing fuel consumption,

avoiding engine stalls and satisfying NVH (Noise, Vibration and Harshness) require-

ments. Many challenges to ISC are due to changing operating conditions, uncertainty

in the crankshaft load estimation, part-to-part variability and aging. For instance, en-

gine coolant temperature, ambient temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, and

fuel type can vary during vehicle operation and components, such as an electronic

throttle, can change their characteristics. The idle speed set-point may change de-

pending on the state of transmission, engine or accessories. The induction to power

(IP) delay presents another significant challenge to ISC. This delay can be assumed to

be constant as it mainly depends on engine speed which does not change significantly

during idling.

A high performing and robust FAR control is critical for many vehicle attributes,

including emissions, drivability and fuel economy. Note also that the cost of after-

treatment system depends on the size and precious metal loading of the TWC which

determine its oxygen storage capacity. Whenever there is a deviation of the exhaust

fuel-to-air ratio from the stoichiometry, either the excess oxygen is stored in the

TWC, or the lack of oxygen is compensated by the use of existing oxygen in the

TWC. Therefore, if the fuel-to-air ratio excursions and their durations are reduced

with a well-performing controller, the storage capacity of TWC and its cost may be re-

duced as well. Similar to ISC, changing operating conditions, part-to-part variability,

component aging and the time delay present significant challenges to FAR control.

Unlike ISC, the delay is time-varying in FAR control case because FAR controller

must function across full engine operating range.

All the experimental results presented in this thesis show that the APC performs

better than the existing baseline controller in the test vehicles. In addition, it is ex-

perimentally verified that the APC works as well as a gain scheduled Smith Predictor,

which could be viewed as a perfect adaptive controller for time delay systems. Note

that, the APC does not need accurate plant models and it can better compensate the

modeling errors and parameter variations due to aging, than the Smith Predictor.



It is also noted that the APC idea can potentially be extended to nonlinear sys-

tems, given that suitable Lyapunov-Krasovsky functionals are found. This extension

can be explored further as one of the future research directions.
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Appendix A

The Bound on the Series

Defining a c (t - t') and S' Z~ , (n)/ 2 , we obtain that

S = (f + cO C1) S

Summing up the odd terms of S' we have that

S /= + + .+..

= + a + ...

If a < 1, then we obtain that

2!

If a > I, then we obtain that+ a + .. =

If a > 1, then we obtain that

a 2

a+
2!

1

1.5

a3  1

3! /3

a2 3
+ + a + ...

2! 3!
ea

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)



Summing up the even terms, we have

' a a 2  a3

S'., + 4 + + .

Sl+a+ +-+..
2! 3!

a

Using (A.1), (A.3), (A.4) and (A.5) we obtain that

S = (f + coc) (O +s)
2 (f + coci)ea.

Finally, substituting the definition of a in (A.6) we have

S 2 (±f coc) ec
°

(t
- t '

).

This completes the proof.
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Appendix B

Disturbance Rejection Proof

When there is a constant disturbance d e R present in the system, the state space

description of the plant (2.31) is modified as

ip(t) = Apx(t) + bp(u(t - T) + d), y(t) = h T'xp(t) (B.1)

This, in turn, modifies the error equation (3.20) as

e(t)

el(t)

Ame(t) + bm[aT(t - T)W(t - T)

+ kr(t - 7, )u(t - 7 + o-)d

+ kr(t - 7) + d]

= h7e(t). (B.2)

Note that in idle speed application, the idle speed reference, ro e R, is constant and,

therefore, we have r(t - T) = ro in (B.2). We define a new variable k' as

dL' = + _ (B.3)

Hence, (B.2) reduces to

= Ame(t) + bm[JT(t - T)W(t - 7)
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+ (t - 7, u)u(t - r + a)du

+ k'ro]

ei(t) = h e(t). (B.4)

which can also be written as

e(t) = Ame(t) + bm[ 'T(t - 7)Q(t - )

+ f (t- , a)u(t - 7 + )da]

eI(t) = hme(t). (B.5)

where, = k[ &2 i . Equations (B.5) and (B.2) are exactly the same equa-

tions written using different variables, meaning that the definition of the new variable

does not alter the equilibrium position of the differential equation. In addition, (B.5)

is in the same form as in the case of disturbance free system (3.21), so the stabil-

ity proof follows the same lines and limt,, el (t) --+ 0. So, the system is stable,

the disturbance is rejected and the plant output follows the reference model output

asymptotically.

To conclude, disturbance rejection is achieved by eliminating the disturbance term

in the error equation and this is done by introducing a new variable defined by shifting

the feed-forward controller term k by a constant.
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Appendix C

Memory Requirements and

Computational Complexity

Equation (3.14) gives the control law and the adaptation laws. Note that the finite

integral term is approximated as shown in (3.22) and together with the Ai terms

introduced by this approximation we have totally 12 controller parameters. These

control parameters multiplies the 12 states to form 12 terms that add up to form the

control signal. In addition we need 12 terms to update the controller parameters. To

calculate the update laws we also need to know the tracking error and 12 adaptation

rates, together with zy for the fine-tuning. For the robustness scheme, we need to

store the value of a and 12 different threshold values. Summing these up, we have

totally 85 float variables that needs 340 bytes of memory space.

As for the number of operations, we have 12 multiplication operations to create

the terms in the control signal, 11 sums to add up those terms, 36 multiplications

for the calculation of the adaptive law terms terms and 12 additions for updating the

control parameters and 12 comparisons for the robustness scheme. Totally we have

83 operations per computation cycle. With a 30 ms sampling rate of the idle speed

control algorithm, we have approximately 2.8. 103 flops. Assuming an average ECU

speed of 107 flops, we need 0.028 percent of the total computational power.
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Appendix D

Stability of Integral Approximation

The closed loop system, with the controller using (3.22) as the integral approximation,

has an unbounded sequence of characteristic roots whose accumulation points have

real parts that are equal to the real parts of the roots of the following equation [75]:

u(t) = Al(t)u(t - dt) + .. + Am(t)u(t - mdt) (D.1)

where m = 5. We observed in the experiments that Ai values were in the order of

10- 4 . Using this value as the avarage value for A,'s and taking the Laplace transform

of (D.1), we obtain the following characteristic equation:

1- 10 - 4 (e - 0 03s + .. + e - 0.15s ) = 0 (D.2)

It is obvious that the characteristic roots can not have positive real parts. Refer-

ring the average value of Ai's as Aavg and considering the case where the characteristic

roots are on the jw axis, so the real parts of the roots are 0, we obtain that

1 - Aavg (e-0.03j + .. + e-0 15j3) = 0 (D.3)

where j/ refers to the imaginary part of the characteristic root. Note that for / = 0,

(D.3) is satisfied if Aavg = 0.2. Therefore, unless A vg >,0.2, (D.3) can not be satisfied

and hence all the roots remain in the left half complex plane. This means that even
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if the observed values of A,'s were 0.2/10 - 4 = 2000 times larger, we would still have

an integral approximation that would yield a stable closed loop system.
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